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Some things I wrote. 1 of those nights with Deep Thoughts.
19 upvotes | February 13, 2021 | /r/MGTOW | Link | Reddit Link
This is a clown world indeed. Make so much money for what? To fund 2 golddiggers? A women and
the government? Now with this clown virus, the truth is it's over. So much delusion, deception and
what not. And these clown people believing everything.
The fools are made leaders, while the truth and honest gets shut. Good honest men can't find good
wifes. Why? So many less of em exist. What's the purpose of this life? To make money, pay taxes
and die? Women are raised to be thots, and show off there bodies, while abandoning faith, and
brainwashed by a liberal, clown feminist system.
While men are raised to worship and #believeallwomen and go against there biology to be masculine.
In this virus were they are eradicating middle class, and making it hard amongst the people, to a
agenda were everyone listens to the rich and the powerful, and obeys them not knowing the true
reality behind the scenes of what's happening. It's all too late.
No purpose, no meaning, and just the same advices by people "self improve" like wtf? Waiting for
Death is the only way to get out of here.
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We Are So Far Beyond Crazy That There Is No Going Back.
How do you guys personally Deal With It? Idk Anymore.
90 upvotes | February 13, 2021 | /r/MGTOW | Link | Reddit Link
Most of us won't have kids. This is a fact. We all know too much. Now what's the purpose Man?
Personally idk anymore. I try to do good now and have a positive impact on people.
My wishes of having a wife and kids and all are totally tarnished. Women today? Not worthy. It's all
the same man and its really AWALT. Also do any of you really want to have kids in this clown
world? Man. Having kids in today's world is like .... I dont want my kids to be brainwashed by this
world. Better than not having them at all.
I can't even sleeep at night. You know? I have changed many lives. But deep down I'm in such a state
its like idk anymore. You guys know the saying? I'm personally working on 3 things iml and getting
that shi done by the end of this year. I don't want to say what exactly but, by end of next year I will be
rolling in $$.
So money is not a problem. Neither it buys happiness to Me. Idc about Money. I always wanted to
get rich only to get a good wife and kids. But after my experiences and all and just accepting the
reality of these women, man. While we need women, it's a must but knowing all this, really fks u up
from the inside Man.
While I'm so social, and have that affect on people, I want to keep doing good and change lives. But,
I'm not inner happy myself and idk man. I do religious things and all and but still. Deep down it's like
I'm miserable.
Idk what anymore. I can self improve next level max, my life $ wise is good and I keep achieving
new things. But, you guys get Me? Men's purpose whatever they do is for Women. But when you
realize and accept the harsh truth and reality, its like ... . You guys get Me?
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We Are So Far Beyond Crazy That There Is No Going Back.
How do you guys Deal With It?
1 upvotes | February 13, 2021 | /r/MGTOW2 | Link | Reddit Link
Most of us won't have kids. This is a fact. We all know too much. Now what's the purpose Man?
Personally idk anymore. I try to do good now and have a positive impact on people.
My wishes of having a wife and kids and all are totally tarnished. Women today? Not worthy. It's all
the same man and its really AWALT. Also do any of you really want to have kids in this clown
world? Man. Having kids in today's world is like .... I dont want my kids to be brainwashed by this
world. Better than not having them at all.
I can't even sleeep at night. You know? I have changed many lives. But deep down I'm in such a state
its like idk anymore. You guys know the saying? I'm personally working on 3 things iml and getting
that shi done by the end of this year. I don't want to say what exactly but, by end of next year I will be
rolling in $$.
So money is not a problem. Neither it buys happiness to Me. Idc about Money. I always wanted to
get rich only to get a good wife and kids. But after my experiences and all and just accepting the
reality of these women, man. While we need women, it's a must but knowing all this, really fks u up
from the inside Man.
While I'm so social, and have that affect on people, I want to keep doing good and change lives. But,
I'm not inner happy myself and idk man. I do religious things and all and but still. Deep down it's like
I'm miserable.
Idk what anymore. I can self improve next level max, my life $ wise is good and I keep achieving
new things. But, you guys get Me? Men's purpose whatever they do is for Women. But when you
realize and accept the harsh truth and reality, its like ... . You guys get Me?
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Some Deep Thoughts. We All Can Relate.
1 upvotes | February 13, 2021 | /r/MGTOW2 | Link | Reddit Link
This is a clown world indeed. Make so much money for what? To fund 2 golddiggers? A women and
the government? Now with this clown virus, the truth is it's over. So much delusion, deception and
what not. And these clown people believing everything.
The fools are made leaders, while the truth and honest gets shut. Good honest men can't find good
wifes. Why? So many less of em exist. What's the purpose of this life? To make money, pay taxes
and die? Women are raised to be thots, and show off there bodies, while abandoning faith, and
brainwashed by a liberal, clown feminist system.
While men are raised to worship and #believeallwomen and go against there biology to be masculine.
In this virus were they are eradicating middle class, and making it hard amongst the people, to a
agenda were everyone listens to the rich and the powerful, and obeys them not knowing the true
reality behind the scenes of what's happening. It's all too late.
No purpose, no meaning, and just the same advices by people "self improve" like wtf? Waiting for
Death is the only way to get out of here.
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My Experiences at Working at A Bar. I Got Many Replies to
Share My Stories, So I Decided To Make a Post. Here it Is.
1 upvotes | February 13, 2021 | /r/MGTOW2 | Link | Reddit Link
I made this
Comment and many replies came to share my experiences so I'm making this post. Anyways. So back
when I turned 18 fresh out of high school, That winter I applied for a job at a pretty high end bar.
Suprisingly, I crushed the interview and I got the job. They liked my customer service, and people's
skills too much. Where I live, you can legally serve alcohol when you're 18. Anyways. That Job after
my ex made me mgtow next level.
I remember first of all the waitresses, and what next level shi they did to get tips. So when I used to
be in the back door kitchen, I could hear the waitresses saying " bitc* show him you're cleavage, he
seems rich he'll tip you more" and you know what? No matter how good the customers were, they
were always saying random shi man with 2 faces. 1 the "lovey dovey face to get tips" and 1 the "after
getting til fk you face". Just remember guys the waitresses who smile at you and are so "nice" they
behind ur back when they in the kitchen are cursing at you. All that smile and "niceness" is for tips.
And I remember when many customer's who used to come who were women, for their "girls night
out" Man. If they even had boyfriends, (when their bfs wasn't there) some used to go home with
strangers and random Men for ONS. I remember clearly, overhearing their conversations (bc it was
high end bar) they were all mostly well off, So while their husbands were working their ass off, and
providing a good lifestyle for their family, these women in their "girls" night out, always used to
bitc* oh "he didn't do this and that" always man. Talking trash behind their husbands like... and most
of them were educated housewives. It made me realize that, while I work hard to get a good decent
wife, is THIS what I want? My wife talking trash behind my fking back, while I do everything for
her? I always keep it real. I despise fake Fuvks. Fk them.
Also the dishwasher was a good for nothing loser. Guess what? He was that tattoo guy, with the thug
vibes, who the women call "bad boy". While he was only a dishwasher, he was piping all the
waitresses. On god. When I used to bring the glasses to him, I remember he used to tell Me, this
waitress he fkd, that waitress he fked and all. Women would never want to be in a long term
relationship with guys like him. But they will always fk those kinds of Men. That's a fact. That made
Me realize, It's always Beta buxx in the long term, and in short term it's that thug.
And oh ofc the bar fights. It happened only because of 2 reasons. Women or Money. When the guys
got drunk asf, and something happened, or someone said some shi about some chick, Damn. I myself
had to call the police once, as we were cleaning up, and the guys were going at it like crazy. Guess
what? 1 guy revealed because he got so drunk, that he fked his friends gf awhile back, and when he
got too drunk, he revealed his little secret. And then the guy who's gf got fked by this guy punched
him, and a fight erupted like crazy. Very crazy night I remember.
Also women are not only hypocrites to Men, but hypocrites to themselves, and they don't trust each
other. Our assistant kitchen manager was a women. And I remember so she was telling Me once
"That j***a bitc did this" and when J walked into the door, this manager was like "heyyy how u
doing sweety". They change in a flash. Women are very fake. Not only to Men but to themselves.
There are many more stories, like each day was some drama. Tbh. But this was a main gist of it. That
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job made me so clever, and made Me realize man Islam says most women will be in hell. No wonder
why. It all makes sense. I made 2 good friends from that job, they are all way older than Me. Guess
what? They were lowkey mgtow, and knew the reality of the world. Most wisest of people are us.
The mgtows. I'm still in touch with them. But this job made me realize f it man. Women change far
too easily and Do I really want a wife, that will talk trash behind my back while I do everything for
her? F that. I would rather kill myself that any of that. I always tell the truth, even when I lie. But I
can't trust women.
I did make great tips still. Like $200-300 a night on the weekends, on top of my pay. I saved like I
think 10ishk plus in like 3 months from that job. So that was good for a 18 year old. Anyways the
experiences there, changed my outlook and I'm very glad I had that Job.
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Keep The Knowledge To Yourself. Important Reminder.
1 upvotes | February 15, 2021 | /r/MGTOW2 | Link | Reddit Link
I live in the west. In my day to day life, I come across many lefties, simps, feminists and what not.
They are so triggered and angry these days that, it takes only 1 word to say to just lose everything.
Anything the facts you will say can ruin you're life. For ex fired from you're job, etc. The reality is
the world that We live in, and the way it's heading will only be more degenerate, clowner, and
foolish. We all are smart here and have logic.
The most wisest thing you can do now is, work hard and smart and make as much Money as possible.
I'm talking millions. Do whatever you want, and don't bother anyone, and don't be bothered by these
fools. Let them live in their clownery. And Ofc NEVER EVER MARRY. This life is to fkn short.
Personally after we are allowed to travel, I'm going to take some world tour vacation. I fkn need to
get out of reality.
1 thing I realized now, is that like the old saying "The best knowledge, is the knowledge that is kept
to yourself". Act like them. Act like you believe in their ideologies, and just you only know what you
really believe in deep down. We will get more cucked by the day and there is no point in talking with
foolish people and wasting time.
Just remember this brothers. Most men after their experiences with women, will realize over time that
mgtow is the only option. No wonder, like Islam says Majority of Women will in hell. It all makes
sense why, after seeing the modern world and reality. There is no gain in spreading all this
knowledge, that can ruin your own life. Peace.
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Hypergamy Really Doesn't Care Whatever You Did For Her.
85 upvotes | February 16, 2021 | /r/MGTOW | Link | Reddit Link
Hypergamy is when women find a good match, she will still delay the marriage to see if she can do
better and attract an even higher value man. This is called hypergamy and its a part of female nature.
Or if she found a match, it's in her biology to monkey branch to a potential higher value male, while
she's "with" you.
The reality is most women think that their uni/college days won't haunt them. But after getting broken
by many "Tyrones" used and abused in there uni days and then becoming man hating emotionally
broken feminists, she will never be happy. Why? Because she experienced it all. Now her standards
are even higher.
Many women simply think they are entitled to top 1 percent of men, because of their beauty. We
have many simps who worship them, and many women think that because of only their beauty they
will only deserve a HVM. When in reality many of these women lack character, modesty, femininity,
nurturing nature and genuine respect for men. The only thing they are bringing to the table is what's
between their legs and only their beauty. Other than that? Nothing. Most men cannot see through the
beauty. I can. Most men think with their D's. I Don't. Also not talking the respect they have for
Tyrone after he abuses them. I'm talking respect in general.
Also why I'm what I am is you see the reality is, their will always be a better man in wealth, status
and height. No matter how much you "self improve" there will always be way better men than me
and you. All women biologically are attracted to the highest quality male. I'm talking top 1-3 percent
men who have it all. (High status, wealth, and looks).
99 percent of women are competing for the top 3 percent of men, and thus no wonder why marriage
rates are falling. So men, remember if she's with you atm, your her highest option available atm. The
day any higher value male comes along and interests her, she will be gone. You all have to remember
1 thing, Hypergamy doesn't care. No matter how much or what you do for women, she doesn't care.
It's in her biology to mate with the highest value male possible that she can find and she will leave
you, when she finds someone higher of value. In conclusion it's not worth it.
How many divorces you see that the wife cheated on the husband with someone higher of value she
found? Women cannot "love" men unconditionally. Their love is conditional, and depends on what
you can do for her. I just say facts. I have analyzed this, seen throughout my life. I don't talk based on
random nonsense. I talk based on facts and reality which cannot comprehend and don't have the IQ
or the logic to handle. I have a stoic mentality. I accept how it is. Many men can't.
The day you can't, she will be gone. Just remember this. Remember 1 thing. She's never yours. It's
just your turn.
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Why MGTOW is The Most Logical Option? There is only 1
word. Hypergamy.
1 upvotes | February 20, 2021 | /r/MGTOW2 | Link | Reddit Link
Hypergamy is when women find a good match, she will still delay the marriage to see if she can do
better and attract an even higher value man. This is called hypergamy and its a part of female nature.
Or if she found a match, it's in her biology to monkey branch to a potential higher value male, while
she's "with" you.
The reality is most women think that their uni/college days won't haunt them. But after getting broken
by many "Tyrones" used and abused in there uni days and then becoming man hating emotionally
broken feminists, she will never be happy. Why? Because she experienced it all. Now her standards
are even higher.
Many women simply think they are entitled to top 1 percent of men, because of their beauty. We
have many simps who worship them, and many women think that because of only their beauty they
will only deserve a HVM. When in reality many of these women lack character, modesty, femininity,
nurturing nature and genuine respect for men. The only thing they are bringing to the table is what's
between their legs and only their beauty. Other than that? Nothing. Most men cannot see through the
beauty. I can. Most men think with their D's. I Don't. Also not talking the respect they have for
Tyrone after he abuses them. I'm talking respect in general.
Also why I'm what I am is you see the reality is, their will always be a better man in wealth, status
and height. No matter how much you "self improve" there will always be way better men than me
and you. All women biologically are attracted to the highest quality male. I'm talking top 1-3 percent
men who have it all. (High status, wealth, and looks).
99 percent of women are competing for the top 3 percent of men, and thus no wonder why marriage
rates are falling. So men, remember if she's with you atm, your her highest option available atm. The
day any higher value male comes along and interests her, she will be gone. You all have to remember
1 thing, Hypergamy doesn't care. No matter how much or what you do for women, she doesn't care.
It's in her biology to mate with the highest value male possible that she can find and she will leave
you, when she finds someone higher of value. In conclusion it's not worth it.
How many divorces you see that the wife cheated on the husband with someone higher of value she
found? Women cannot "love" men unconditionally. Their love is conditional, and depends on what
you can do for her. Whether it was Dr dre, Will Smith or any HVM, they all got cheated on, and
disrespected.
The day you can't, she will be gone. Just remember this. Remember 1 thing. She's never yours. It's
just your turn.
Mgtow for any wise and smart Man is the most logical option in today's day and age. That's it.
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Why MGTOW Is The Most Logical Option? Explained in
Depth. Must Read for all Men Here. Mgtow is the Only
Solution.
1 upvotes | February 21, 2021 | /r/MGTOW2 | Link | Reddit Link
You see many of us as we are growing up, it's programmed in our brains by society that, women are
"unicorns" and that we will work hard and make $$ and then will get a "good" wife and we will live
the "American dream" with a nice house and kids and we will all live happily ever after. This is what
society tells us. But that's from the truth.
All of us here, who are now MGTOW have a past. Our experiences with women, what we saw in
their nature and as we look back now, it all makes sense. This is what us made mgtow for life.
The thing about women is, you can never make them happy. What do I mean by this? The average
women in today's world, want's a mix of many qualities of Men combined in 1. What are they? They
want a Christian Grey type of man, that will put her in her place, while being overly wealthy and still
being a "gentleman" outside, so the whole world knows that he's a "good" guy with status.
Remember 1 thing, women don't care about you. She cares deeply what other's think of her when
she's with you. This is for the status type of men aka beta buxx like Doctors etc. But you know what?
She will secretly F the "Alpha" on the side as we know as Tyrones etc, because it's in a women's
primal instinct to be with those kinds of Men as well.
The saying men can love women unconditionally, while women's love is only conditional is very
true. How? If she's your wife she "loves" the provider in you as your providing her with the security
and needs. She doesn't love you for "you". How many cases we see women leaving their husbands
after he lost his job? Yeah.
And about the "Alpha" men like Tyrones etc, what do women like about those Men? The emotions
and feelings they give her. The highs, lows and the unpredictability of those men that keeps the
women on toes make her "love" him and keep her around. Remember, she doesn't "love" tyrones for
themselves. But, because he is so unpredictable and "great" in bed, this keeps a women on her toes
makes her stay with him even if he's broke and has no status. While she would never marry these
types of men, most women want to experience those emotions, and tyrones and all do a great job of
never giving the validation she craves. So most women in their "hoe" phase after experiencing these
types of men get emotionally "broken" and become man hating feminists who want a so called "good
and nice" with money who will save her.
But remember her primal instinct will always be for the alpha. No matter how much a "feminist" she
becomes or how much a "good" guy she wants, she deep down wants to be dominated only by the
alpha. Why is 50 shades of grey best selling book? Because that's what women ultimately want.
In conclusion any women wants a rich alpha that will put her in her place while being a "gentleman"
outside the world when he's with her. But bc these men are so few who have it "all", she experiences
many types men on the way to get those "feelings" and on the way she becomes a man hating,
emotionally broken/damaged feminist.
So what's the solution? Mgtow. I basically simplified the whole "game" for you in 1 essay. Most men
will never get it. We do. So the most logical option is going your own way. Women aren't worth it.
www.TheRedArchive.com
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No wonder many religions say most inhabitants of hell will be women. After seeing modern world
amd reality it all makes sense. My own personal experiences have exactly been the way I described in
this post. On god.
Now. What should be your goal? Personally mine is to make as much money as possible, I'm talking
millions and travel the world, do good and smoke cigars and live the way I want to and die. As a care
free bachelor as they like to call. Because what else is there to do anyway? I wanted a wife and kids,
but after knowing and realizing the whole game, it's never worth it. My own ego and self respect is
far to high to ever "marry". Never. And kids? Raising kids in this world will be even more difficult
than ever. Just go your own way gentleman.
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Why Is MGTOW The Most Logical Option? Explained in
Depth. Must Read For All Men. MGTOW Is The Only
Solution.
11 upvotes | February 22, 2021 | /r/MGTOW | Link | Reddit Link
You see many of us as we are growing up, it's programmed in our brains by society that, women are
"unicorns" and that we will work hard and make $$ and then will get a "good" wife and we will live
the "American dream" with a nice house and kids and we will all live happily ever after. This is what
society tells us. But that's from the truth.
All of us here, who are now MGTOW have a past. Our experiences with women, what we saw in
their nature and as we look back now, it all makes sense. This is what us made mgtow for life.
The thing about women is, you can never make them happy. What do I mean by this? The average
women in today's world, want's a mix of many qualities of Men combined in 1. What are they? They
want a Christian Grey type of man, that will put her in her place, while being overly wealthy and still
being a "gentleman" outside, so the whole world knows that he's a "good" guy with status.
Remember 1 thing, women don't care about you. She cares deeply what other's think of her when
she's with you. This is for the status type of men aka beta buxx like Doctors etc. But you know what?
She will secretly F the "Alpha" on the side as we know as Tyrones etc, because it's in a women's
primal instinct to be with those kinds of Men as well.
The saying men can love women unconditionally, while women's love is only conditional is very
true. How? If she's your wife she "loves" the provider in you as your providing her with the security
and needs. She doesn't love you for "you". How many cases we see women leaving their husbands
after he lost his job? Yeah.
And about the "Alpha" men like Tyrones etc, what do women like about those Men? The emotions
and feelings they give her. The highs, lows and the unpredictability of those men that keeps the
women on toes make her "love" him and keep her around. Remember, she doesn't "love" tyrones for
themselves. But, because he is so unpredictable and "great" in bed, this keeps a women on her toes
makes her stay with him even if he's broke and has no status. While she would never marry these
types of men, most women want to experience those emotions, and tyrones and all do a great job of
never giving the validation she craves. So most women in their "hoe" phase after experiencing these
types of men get emotionally "broken" and become man hating feminists who want a so called "good
and nice guy" with money who will save her.
But remember her primal instinct will always be for the alpha. No matter how much a "feminist" she
becomes or how much a "good" guy she wants, she deep down wants to be dominated only by the
alpha. Why is 50 shades of grey best selling book for women? Because that's what women ultimately
want and desire.
In conclusion, any women wants a rich alpha, that will put her in her place, while being a
"gentleman" outside in the world when he's with her. But bc these men are so few who have it "all",
she experiences many types men on the way to get those "feelings" and on the way she becomes a
man hating, emotionally broken/damaged feminist.
So what's the solution? Mgtow. I basically simplified the whole "game" for you in 1 essay. Most men
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will never get it. We do. So the most logical option is going your own way. Women aren't worth it.
No wonder many religions say most inhabitants of hell will be women. After seeing modern world
amd reality it all makes sense. My own personal experiences have exactly been the way I described in
this post. On god.
Now. What should be your goal? Personally mine is to make as much money as possible, I'm talking
millions and travel the world, do good and smoke cigars and live the way I want to and die. As a care
free bachelor as they like to call. Because what else is there to do anyway? I wanted a wife and kids,
but after knowing and realizing the whole game, it's never worth it. My own ego and self respect is
far to high to ever "marry". Never. And kids? Raising kids in this world will be even more difficult
than ever. Just go your own way gentleman.
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Brotherhood Among Us is Lacking and That's How Men are
falling Apart. I'll tell you why. We Must Support our Brothers.
1 upvotes | February 22, 2021 | /r/MGTOW2 | Link | Reddit Link
1 thing women are great at is, no matter how much they hate each other and despise each other, they
stand up for their "sisters" no matter what. You all must know, deep down women don't even trust
each other, (bc they know each other's nature very well) but, if something was to happen to 1 of their
"sister" they all stand up for her, no matter what the differences are between them. And if you look at
society now, and the downfall of it, why and how? Feminism and all these things came from them all
"standing" up for each other. While all that has made it a and a degenerate world, bc they stood up
for each other it brought a change. (Bad change and collapse of society but you get Me).
We Men? We are lacking brotherhood more than ever. There is only 2 things that makes men fall
apart between themselves. And that is money or women. Many men lose their lifelong friendships,
memories, and overall brotherhood only because of these 2 things. It's always since the beginning of
time had been women and money.
I've analyzed this too much around Me. Men are simping at such high levels that, 1 girl that gives
them some validation, these men are ready to lose everything (friends etc) for her validation. What
happens after? They rarely get the girl, or even if they do of couse over time, they breakup and lose
both. They lose real friends and the girl itself, and then these men realize and say "damn I lost
everything."
No matter what backgrounds we come from, what faith we believe in, what race we are, we all have 1
thing in common. And that is, we all know the game way better than the game itself. (Regarding
women and their nature and society itself). And it's our brotherhood that will keep us going and intact
and keeping the spirit and all this wisdom alive.
We must never forget to pass down all this wisdom and the real knowledge and wake up our brothers
up. A man's life has always been judged on his ability to attract women. This is a fact. Whether it's
your career, car, or whatever you do, back of your mind there is always this natural urge of gaining
validation of Women. But as you wake up and experience the reality, then you ultimately wake up.
Women aren't worth it. It's all the same with all women and it's really AWALT my friends.
No matter how much we know, or anything we are all human. We fall into temptations, and then we
need that little wake up call, and that little boost to keep us going and get back into the reality. And
that's what we all are here for. To wake our brothers up, and we must never forget this fact. There are
only very few Men like us, who know the whole game and it's our duty to keep on doing good, and
wake our brothers up. Bc what else is in this life anyway? Nothing. It's too short for all this nonsense.
Do what you have to do, have an impact by changing the lifes of others and die. That's it and that's
life.
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Hypergamy Doesn't Care, Whatever You Did For Her.
MGTOW is the Only Solution. MUST READ. The Whole
Game Simplified in this 1 Post.
1 upvotes | February 23, 2021 | /r/MGTOW2 | Link | Reddit Link
Hypergamy is when women find a good match, she will still delay marriage to see if she can do better
and attract an even higher value man. This is called hypergamy and its a part of the female nature and
very common. Or if she found a good match, it's in her biology to monkey branch to a potential
higher value male, while she's "with" you. Remember gents, while she's with you, her subconscious
mind is telling her she can do better than this, and she will consciously be on the lookout for even
"better" guy while she's with you.
The reality is most women think that their uni/college days won't haunt them. But after getting broken
by many "Tyrones" used and abused in their uni days, and then becoming man hating emotionally
broken feminists, she will never be happy. Why? Because she has experienced it all. Now her
standards are even higher. Remember gents. To "mess around" a women will never chose the beta
buxx Dr Karim. You must all remember this. To mess around, a women will only chose the most
thuggest or the most "baddest" boy ever, and after she has had her fair share of fun, she will blame
that "bad" boy himself for being "toxic" and she will become emotionally damaged.
While she's in this phase, you must all remember she enjoys se* only with those men. She will
participate in all those "feminist" rallies and be the biggest feminist ever. But, after those rallies she
will f the same "toxic" male she complains about, bc those are the only types she are attracted to.
Hybristophilia is very common among women, and these are the types of men she wants only sex
with the most. Yes. This is just the reality. Beta buxx, aka Dr Karim is only suitable for her after she
had her fun and only wants him for his "lifelong" comfortable income. But deep down she wishes she
could have it "all" and this Dd karim would be as the "bad" boy. But you all must remember, she only
doesn't marry the bad boy bc they don't stay around or they aren't wealthy or what "others" will think
of her if she's with them. So she will f the bad boy on the side and keep it a secret and no 1 will know.
Now, Many women think they are entitled to top 1 percent of men, because of their beauty. We have
many simps who worship them, and many women think that because of their beauty, they will only
deserve a HVM. (A man who has it all). When in reality many of these women lack character,
modesty, femininity, nurturing nature and genuine respect for men. The only thing they are bringing
to the table is what's between their legs and only their beauty. Other than that? Nothing. Also I'm not
talking the respect they have for Tyrone after he abuses them and puts her in her "place." I'm talking
genuine out of her respect for men in general. Even hardcore "feminists" respect a Tyrone after he
puts her in her place good. But, genuine respect? Nope. They hate men if that man is providing no
value to her. It all comes back down to two which is Money (which beta buxx provides) or emotions
(which alpha provides). Other than that 95% of Men provide no value to her.
The reality is, there will always be a better man in wealth, status and height. No matter how much
you "self improve" there will always be a way better man than Me and you. All women biologically
are attracted to the highest quality male. I'm talking top 1-3 percent men who have it all. (High status,
wealth, and looks).
99 percent of women are competing for the top 3 percent of men, and thus no wonder why marriage
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rates are falling. So men, remember if she's with you atm, your her highest option available atm. The
day any higher value male comes along and interests her, she will be gone. You all have to remember
1 thing, Hypergamy doesn't care. No matter how much or what you do for women, she doesn't care.
It's in her biology to mate with the highest value male possible that she can find and she will leave
you, when she finds someone higher of value. In conclusion it's not worth it.
How many divorces you see that the wife cheated on the husband with someone higher of value she
found, or she cheated with Tyrone neighbor, bc that dr karim doesn't give her those emotions like
Tyrone and doesn't put her in her place like him? Women cannot "love" men unconditionally. Their
love is conditional, and depends on what you can do for her and how you make her feel. That's it.
In the end my friends, For Men like us who are in the middle, who don't worship women, neither we
are "tyrone" type abusers, MGTOW is the only way. We don't want to beta buxx either to "save" and
marry women. Our self respect and ego is far to great for that. Hypergamy doesn't care whatever you
did for her. The day you can't provide her or can't give her those "emotions" she will be gone. Just
remember this. Gyow gentlemen, and according to many religions most inhabitants of hell will be
women anyways so No wonder.
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Why Do Feminists Hate Men so Much? Explained in Depth.
Must Read.
62 upvotes | February 25, 2021 | /r/MGTOW | Link | Reddit Link
As we all know, feminism and many other "movements" have destroyed this country. Feminism came
in the name to "liberate" women, and we see it's affects Now. Whether it is the low birth rates, rise of
prostitution, degeneracy, low marriage rates and sleeping around being rampant, all this has done a
great job in destroying the base of society which is the Family system.
Feminism despises and hates Men. Yes. How? Most feminists, in this country have been so
"liberated" and don't realize that it was their own consequences and actions that have led the downfall
of this country. Feminism more than "equality or equal rights" is a movement which doesn't want to
take equal responsibilities.
If you even look at the state of the world now, most hardoworking labour jobs etc are still done by
Men. But, somehow women are most affected? The #1 reason for decline in marriages is lack of
"economically attractive" men and while feminism has given women the same rights and
responsibilities, when Men and women make the same amount of incomes and whether it's going to
school for the same time and what not, most are on the same level. But bc of this, somehow women
are most "affected" bc they cannot find economically attractive men. When in reality, in this
"equality" that we should live in everything is supposed to be "equal" but ofc it's not.
Feminists, deep down are very broken and have disgust for men, while they still know they need
men. Like I said, feminism want's equal rights, but doesn't want to take equal responsibilities. And
why are most feminists damaged and broken? They are going guy to guy, monkey branching and
"living" it up in the name of "freedom" and then complaining of it's consequences bc of their own
actions. You all must remember, women live for the moment. Yes. They are short term and emotional
thinkers, rather than thinking logically and long term. Most women their "heydays" are in their youth
when they have their beauty. This time around, they are getting all the attention, simps are showering
them with gifts and so on etc. She forgets the future. While some men in this period are working
hard, to build a good foundation and thinking of the long term goals and overall growth. Women as
they age become more miserable, while men as they age become more smarter, successful and wiser.
Women say MGTOW "hates" women. Nope. They only say that bc they cannot accept and handle the
facts that are spoken here. We? We talk about the nature of women, our experiences, and choose to
walk away and focus on ourselves. That's it. In No way, shape or form we hate anyone. We just warn
men to be very careful bc the modern day clownery and marriage/divorce rate statistics, they all don't
lie. In my previous posts it got many upvotes and some women commented lmaoo, and said
nonsense. After they deleted it, but the reality is they get triggered.
You all have to remember, women are very emotional. And when most women make "emotional"
decisions, they are bound to go wrong and regret later on. Whether it was ban*ing that "Tyrone" or
cheating on her SO, or making that emotional financial decision, most women suffer later on in their
lives. In the present bc so many simps are giving them the attention, and all bc of their beauty, most
forget the ultimate reality and live in a delusional fantasy. But, the reality is bitter and most don't
want to accept this and No wonder in the end they all say "Where have all the Men gone?" No
wonder. Stay woke, stay wise and focus on yourselves gentlemen. That's all.
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The Affects of Feminism and These "Movements" on Modern
Society. Explained in Depth.
20 upvotes | February 25, 2021 | /r/MGTOW2 | Link | Reddit Link
[removed]
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Why MGTOW is The Most Logical Option? Explained in
Depth. Must Read For All Men Here. Mgtow is the only
Solution.
85 upvotes | February 27, 2021 | /r/MGTOW | Link | Reddit Link
You see many of us as we are growing up, it's programmed in our brains by society that, women are
"unicorns" and that we will work hard and make $$ and then will get a "good" wife and we will live
the "American dream" with a nice house and kids and we will all live happily ever after. This is what
society tells us. But that's from the truth.
All of us here, who are now MGTOW have a past. Our experiences with women, what we saw in
their nature and as we look back now, it all makes sense. This is what us made mgtow for life.
The thing about women is, you can never make them happy. What do I mean by this? The average
women in today's world, want's a mix of many qualities of Men combined in 1. What are they? They
want a Christian Grey type of man, that will put her in her place, while being overly wealthy and still
being a "gentleman" outside, so the whole world knows that he's a "good" guy with status.
Remember 1 thing, women don't care about you. She cares deeply what other's think of her when
she's with you. This is for the status type of men aka beta buxx like Doctors etc. But you know what?
She will secretly F the "Alpha" on the side as we know as Tyrones etc, because it's in a women's
primal instinct to be with those kinds of Men as well.
The saying men can love women unconditionally, while women's love is only conditional is very
true. How? If she's your wife she "loves" the provider in you as your providing her with the security
and needs. She doesn't love you for "you". How many cases we see women leaving their husbands
after he lost his job? Yeah.
And about the "Alpha" men like Tyrones etc, what do women like about those Men? The emotions
and feelings they give her. The highs, lows and the unpredictability of those men that keeps the
women on toes make her "love" him and keep her around. Remember, she doesn't "love" tyrones for
themselves. But, because he is so unpredictable and "great" in bed, this keeps a women on her toes
makes her stay with him even if he's broke and has no status. While she would never marry these
types of men, most women want to experience those emotions, and tyrones and all do a great job of
never giving the validation she craves. So most women in their "hoe" phase after experiencing these
types of men get emotionally "broken" and become man hating feminists who want a so called "good
and nice guy" with money who will save her.
But remember her primal instinct will always be for the alpha. No matter how much a "feminist" she
becomes or how much a "good" guy she wants, she deep down wants to be dominated only by the
alpha. Why is 50 shades of grey best selling book for women? Because that's what women ultimately
want and desire.
In conclusion, any women wants a rich alpha, that will put her in her place, while being a
"gentleman" outside in the world when he's with her. But bc these men are so few who have it "all",
she experiences many types men on the way to get those "feelings" and on the way she becomes a
man hating, emotionally broken/damaged feminist.
So what's the solution? Mgtow. I basically simplified the whole "game" for you in 1 essay. Most men
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will never get it. We do. So the most logical option is going your own way. Women aren't worth it.
No wonder many religions say most inhabitants of hell will be women. After seeing modern world
amd reality it all makes sense. My own personal experiences have exactly been the way I described in
this post. On god.
Now. What should be your goal? Personally mine is to make as much money as possible, I'm talking
millions and travel the world, do good and smoke cigars and live the way I want to and die. As a care
free bachelor as they like to call. Because what else is there to do anyway? I wanted a wife and kids,
but after knowing and realizing the whole game, it's never worth it. My own ego and self respect is
far to high to ever "marry". Never. And kids? Raising kids in this world will be even more difficult
than ever. Just go your own way gentleman.
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Some Wise Words. Very Short But Important Reminder.
20 upvotes | February 27, 2021 | /r/MGTOW2 | Link | Reddit Link
When a person doesn't need the validation or the attention of others, and relies on his own instinct
and the only validation he needs, is his own selfs. And he doesn't give in to anyone to "fit in" to the
bs nonsense narrative of society, that's when that person has truly mastered ghow.
You should never gaf of what anyone thinks about you. People come and go. Never live for the
validation or attention from others, as I said, the only validation you need is from yourself. That's it.
The people who's attention that you lived for, where are they now? They are long gone. In the end it's
only you.
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Important Reminder. She Will Never Be Happy With You.
63 upvotes | February 28, 2021 | /r/MGTOW | Link | Reddit Link
They will never be happy with you. Women have a corresponding biological drive to have relations
with the highest quality man they possible can (for the same reason) and to gain exclusive
commitment from that man. She will be never happy with you. There will be always a better man
than you whether he has the better car, height, status, money, or anything. The term monkey
branching in this context relates to women who money branch from guy to guy due to the
hypergamous nature. When they do this, they are trying to find the "best" mate possible.
When they keep on doing this, and are never satisfied, they become very broken, and remember
brothers, broken women carry a huge emotion baggage, which you will never be able to fulfill. Why
are more than 80 percent divorces initiated by women? Because they have "found" someone better or
they were with the "bad boy" and now they realized they want to be with a sensible guy. It all comes
back to the same old thing which is many women keep on making wrong choices time and time and
realizing when it's too late for them. Why is this?
Allah's Apostle once said to a group of women : 'I have not seen any one more deficient in
intelligence and religion than you. A cautious, sensible man could be led astray by some of you.' The
women asked: 'O Allah's Apostle, what is deficient in our intelligence and religion?' He said: 'Is not
the evidence of two women equal to the witness of one man?' They replied in the affirmative. He
said: 'This is the deficiency of your intelligence' ... 'Isn't it true that a woman can neither pray nor fast
during her menses?' The women replied in the affirmative. He said: 'This is the deficiency in your
religion.'' (Saheeh Al Bukhari)
Celebrated scholar Imam Shafi'i said "three persons if you esteem them, they will dishonor you and if
you dishonor them they will esteem you : the woman, the servant and the Nabataea.'' The so-called
bad boys or whatever why women flock them? They treat women like garbage. This statement by
Imam Shafi'i proves that the more you ignore or dishonor them, the more they come to you.
Women's greatest admiration is validation. When thousands of men validate them, it boosts their ego
and pride thus they don't value it. But when a guy does not give her the validation, she will do no
matter what to seek his approval and she will chase him. But when the day he simps or gives her the
validation she wanted; she will already be monkey branching to seek some other guys validation.
Remember this brothers. Stay Wise.
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How Marriage Makes You a Loser in the Modern Age?
Explained in Depth. Must read for every MGTOW.
50 upvotes | March 3, 2021 | /r/MGTOW2 | Link | Reddit Link
In any marriage, no matter how much in "love" you were at the time of marrying, over a period of
time any women loses that respect for you in marriage that she once had. Yes. You know why?
No matter how much "alpha" you are, or how much "re illed" you are, or if you are just a plain blue
pilled simp, she loses that respect that she once had. In any marriage, you as a man are vulnerable
24/7 to her shi tests and anything in between.
It's in the nature of a women to shi test you. They’re not competing for the top 3%, they’re all
competing for the top one period. There is only one alpha male in the community and they all want
him.
And you can be sure whichever one gets him is trying to chain him, knock him down a peg, then
destroy him to prove he wasn’t even the alpha. Yes. It’s a losing proposition. Even if you are at the
top of the scale they are going to monkey branch, even if you show little weakness. Why is shi testing
so common in women? It's wired in their little brains to "test" every male no matter how much she
claims herself to be a "feminist" or any of that.
And once that genuine respect she has for you is gone, it's over for you. She will never see you as the
same again. And you know what the irony is? No matter how much "alpha" or whatever you are, bc
you being with her at all times, make you vulnerable with her 24/7, you can be seen as "weak"
anytime no matter how mentally/physically strong you are. And once you are seen weak, remember
the divorce proceedings will happen soon.
We men all have emotions. No matter how much a women says she wants a man to "open" upto her
that's all bs. Women are logically deficient. They don't know what they want. 1 day they want this,
next day they want that, and it keeps changing on their emotions. Never open up to a women. That's
the worst mistake you can do. She will use that against you later on, no matter how much she said "oh
hunny open upto me." Also, when your married and bc you also have emotions, no matter what you
are, you will someday open up to her. You cannot be physically, mentally strong 24/7. And you need
someone to open up to, and if you open up to your wife its over for you. Yes gentlemen. This is the
reality.
1 of my best jobs that I ever had was working at a bar. The amount of women, who were married that
used to come spending their husband's money, and trash talking about them, damn. No matter what
you do for her, or how you make her feel, it's in the nature of a women to monkey branch and lose
respect for you over time. And the worst part? How much trash talk they do behind their backs. Truly
crazy. Some things I still can't comprehend till this day.
They want 1 alpha, then will destroy him and make him "weak" and then jump on to the next 1, and
it's a cycle until they get emotionally broken/damaged, and then want YOU to marry her as her last
beta buxx husband option. It's the same old cycle gentlemen. There is no unicorn. It's only truly
AWALT.
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Ancient Poem on Female Nature from the 12th Century. This
Man was Way ahead of His Time. Must Read for All.
65 upvotes | March 3, 2021 | /r/MGTOW2 | Link | Reddit Link
You should not be deceived by her outer appearance... For it is a disease that is ridden with loss.
ِ شَيْطَانَةٌ فِي صُوْرَةِ الْإِنْسَان... قَبُحَتْ خَلاَئِقُهَا وَقُبِّحَ فِعْلُهَا
Her character and actions are ugly.. A devil in human form.
ِ أَكْفَاؤُهَـا مِنْ دُوْنِ ذِي الْإِحْسَان... ْتَنْقَادُ لِلْأَنْذَالِ وَالْأَرْذَالِ هُم
They make you (men) out to be dishonourable and despicable.. Her hands do not bring kindness.
ِ خُلُقٍ وَلَا خَوْفٍ مِنَ الرَّحْمَان... مَـا ثَّمَ مِنْ دِيْنٍ وَلَا عَقْلٍ وَلَا
Nor bringing any piety, nor intellect.. Nor character, nor fear from the Most Merciful (Allah.)
ِ تَرَكَتْهُ لَمْ تَطْمَحْ لَهَا الْعَيْنَان... ْوَجَمَالُهَا زُوْرٌ وَمَصْنُوْعٌ فَإِن
And her beauty is falsehood; manufactured which will perish.. If neglected, no eyes would glance at
her.
ِ بِوَفَاءِ حَقِّ الْبَعْلِ قَطُّ يَدَان... طُبِعَتْ عَلَى تَرْكِ الْحِفَاظِ فَمَا لَهَا
She will eventually forsake maintaining herself.. Then she will not fulfill the rights of the husband.
ٍإِنْ قَصَّرَ السَّاعِي عَلَيْهَا سَاعَةً *** قَالَتْ وَهَلْ أَوْلَيْتَ مِنْ إِحْسَان
And if her workman (husband) falls short one time.. She says "Have you ever done anything good!?"
أَوْ رَامَ تَقْوِيْمًا لَهَا اسْتَعْصَتْ وَلَمْ*** تَقْبَلْ سِوَى التعويج والنقصان
And if you wish to correct her misconduct.. She objects and does not accept her mistakes and
shortcomings.
أفكارها في المكر والكيد الذي*** قد حار فيه فكرة الانسان
Her ideas are cunning and malicious.. That would set a man's mind on fire (make him furious and
frustrated.)
ما شئت من عيب ومن نقصان

*** فجمالها قشر رقيق تحته

For her beauty is a thin layer.. And what's beneath it is full of defects and damage.
شيء يظن به من الأثمان

***

نقد رديء فوقه من فضة

A cheap coin wrapped in silver.. Is something one would think is expensive
والناس أكثرهم من العميان

*** فالناقدون يرون ماذا تحته

But the critics see beneath it, while most of the people are blind.
بعولتهن وهن للأخدان

أما جميلات الوجوه فخائنا***ت

As for those women with beautiful faces.. They are unfaithful to their families and they have
boyfriends (I.e. other lovers besides their husbands).
والحافظات الغيب منهن التي*** قد أصبحت فردا من النسوان
As for the women who protect their chastity in private and their husband's belongings.. They have
become those who are forgotten.
[Al-Nooniyyah by Ibn Qayyim]
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This is golden. I have to go back and read this every once so often to get in My senses. Gold.
It has been AWALT since the beginning of time. Ofc there were a few rare women here and there.
But, that was only 0.000001%.
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Every Man Should Read "The Art of War" by Sun Tzu. It will
Teach you Many Things.
108 upvotes | March 4, 2021 | /r/MGTOW2 | Link | Reddit Link
This book legit has everything. All the wisdom you need and how to win people, how to play the
game of life, in every situation, and all the tactics. I recommend to all of you. Most men growing up
read some random shi. This book is the book that you need to read. You're IQ will become like 10x
sharper and make you think everything from a broad perspective.
Most Men will never master next level psychology on people. Most are plain dumb. Being street
smart is a huge blessing, and tbh Me being street smart, when I read this book, it really broadened my
mindset and thinking next level. 1 of the greatest books ever made.
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Women Don't Want to Grow With You. They Are Waiting at
The Finish Line, When You Have it All. Important Reminder.
352 upvotes | March 5, 2021 | /r/MGTOW2 | Link | Reddit Link
How many times have you heard women saying, I want to "grow" with a man and help him out in his
journey of whatever it is? Of course never.
The reality is, as we all know, women in the modern age want to have it their way In everything. You
can't have your cake and eat it. For many men, they are told by society and everyone to "work hard"
and be "established." Indeed. But, established and successful for what? For themselves? Nope. Men
are programmed from a very young age by society to be a beta buxx and are prepared for it from a
very young age.
While you are working so hard, day and night to money maxx, your future wife is getting pounded by
broke Tyrones day and night. Yes, gentlemen this is the reality. Women in their youth have
everything they need and want, funded by their father's. At this time, she's not wanting a beta buxx
husband. Bc her material needs are met. You know what she wants? She want to get degraded by
many tyrones and chad's and the whole football team in many ways as possible. Yes. Most men
cannot handle this or accept it, but that's what's happening gentlemen.
And you? You are still working your as* off, not for yourself, but rather for your future wife and kids
that you think will make your life better. Little do you know, your her last beta buxx option after she
got used and degraded by many men, in many ways possible, and now is a emotionally damaged man
hating feminist, who wants YOU to save her. Why? Bc you are fully established now and at the finish
line, and she's waiting for you there.
And you know what? I don't get suprised anymore, when men on here say, their wife was banging the
guy next door while he was working his as* off for family. You see gentlemen, for sex a women
doesn't care who she has it with. Why? Bc any guy wants sex with her and she will chose the most
sexually capable. But, for marriage? Nope. She will choose the man with most resources and who is
most stable In life aka you. Not bc she loves you or anything, nor does she appreciate the hard work
you did to get there and on that level. She is just happy she got a "lifelong" comfortable income guy
that will provide her with her material needs. For sex? She has the next door neighbor who will bang
her for free, while you paid for her in marriage and did everything for that.
Sadly, most men are dumb asf. I blame men. They have given up their principal's, morals, ethics for
women and a so called "good" wife. You must acknowledge, if you marry in the modern age, you are
nothing but a beta buxx in her eyes. She will lose respect for you in no time and she will fantasize the
QB from her university who she fked, while having sex with you, bc she has experienced it all!
Don't lose your self respect gentlemen. These women aren't worthy enough to even spend a single
penny on. Work hard, and make money only for yourselves. And with that money, change the life of
others who are really and in desperate need so they will actually remember you. Unlike a women,
who you can do anything for and if you don't do that 1 thing, she will say "What good have you ever
done for me?" Most religions say most inhabitants of hell will be women, and indeed this makes
sense now, and no matter whatever religion we are, we all come together in this regard bc each
religion has said the same regarding the true nature of women. It all makes sense gentleman. It really
only and truly is AWALT.
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Tldr; Marriage = nothing more than beta buxx and a slave to her and the government.
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She Will Make Rules For the Beta and Break the Rules for
Alpha. Important Reminder.
1 upvotes | March 8, 2021 | /r/MGTOW2 | Link | Reddit Link
6 figures mandatory, need to be "nice" and need to have the "overall" package. Sounds familiar? Yes
gentlemen these are the post wall broken women, who are now looking for marriage, and setting up
the rules to find a "husband" material guy. But many simps forget something, when they are reading
all this and are desperate for these women.
Have you ever wondered why serial killes for example, even while they have kille many still get
hundreds of love letters while being in jail? Women still flock them, knowing what these guys have
done. Why do women go for them? It's always that thug who's banging all the chicks on the street. It's
never the highly educated doctor. After getting with these types of guys of course she marries the
doctor as her "lifelong" income saviour.
No matter how much feminism mantra they preach. For the right Tyrone/alpha, no matter how big of
a feminist she is, she will break her own feminist code. Anyways. The reality is, for many of us it
never even started. Many of us here are not simps who worship women, neither we are Tyrone type
abusers. We're somewhere in the middle. Women biologically crave total domination. But not from
us. Only the right type of Tyrone or Chad which she's attracted too.
Why is 50 Shades of Grey the most popular book with women? Because Christian Grey is a rich
alpha who puts her in her in place. Also she keeps coming back each time for more and more abuse*.
No wonder. This is the type of guy all women go for and crave. The top 1 percent of men. The next
99 percent are "illogical ince!s" or her last option for many women when they want to marry. If
Christian Grey has 100s of women in his harem, she will still stay with him, because he is wanted by
other women. As we all know the preselection theory.
And most men don't acknowledge that she got ran through, by the whole football team in her youth
aka by the "Alphas." Yes. This is what these "men" forget. You all must remember 1 thing and that
is, any women will break whatever rule she has for an alpha and she will make the rules for a beta,
aka when she wants to "marry."
And sadly, these betas are just so spineless, they will marry or get with any women just for the "hell"
of it. Why? Bc out of desperation and neediness. These so called "men" don't value themselves and
their self respects. A women will always break rules for the next door alpha, while she will make
rules for the beta and most of these highly educated men and all are beta in her eyes (lifelong
comfortable income provider yayy). She will never truly respect him out of love, rather it will be all
fake bc of his "income." When she wants to F she doesn't look at your status or income or anything.
But when she wants to marry she will look at everything and go above and beyond.
These men marry these women post wall, and barely getting any sex, and working their ass off, only
to find out she was sleeping with the next door neighbor. How many stories do you see of it on other
subs? It's very common, and most men who were married here, experienced the same. Why? Bc the
Doctor did not give her the "tingles" and "emotions" that the next door Steve gave. A very common
thing women say is "She would never marry the guy she just sleeps with, but she will only marry a
husband material guy." It all comes back to alpha fs, beta buxx. Women love "messing" around with
an alpha. But she will only marry beta, and then f the alpha on the side while married, and that's how
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many divorces happen.
Now what's the take? Be careful and aware. She will never be happy. We have all this knowledge
regarding women which is great. But if we give in, our self respects are at the biggest stake. You
think she will honor us? Nope. The tyrone who dumped her off the street, she will care more about
him than Me. Why? Bc he never gave her the validation or attention she craved from him.
Remember, most women have rated their most favorite movie characters being Christian Bale in
American psycho, and Christian grey. This says alot itself. In conclusion she will make rules for the
men she wants to marry, and she will break rules for next door Tyrone who she just wants to F and
who treats her like trash. Then in the end we are supposed to be their saviours. F that. I would rather
kms then marry any of these women. Just remember this gentlemen. Value yourselves and your self
respects more than anything. Stay woke.
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Why Every Man Must Read "The 48 Laws of Power" by
Robert Greene.
1 upvotes | March 9, 2021 | /r/MGTOW2 | Link | Reddit Link
I made this post this post last time, and some brothers had recommended Me to read The 48 laws of
Power and imo it's 1 of the greatest books of the century. I'll tell you why.
All of us here, who are now mgtow, we know the whole game. Whether it's regarding the true nature
of women, society, and how everything day by day will be more degenerate and clown world, most
of Us here know it all. Now.
In my last post, I recommended "The Art of War" by Sun Tzu, while this book is very great and talks
about many tactics to get ahead in life, it's nothing like in depth of "The 48 laws of Power."
This book is the ultimate book in regarding mastering psychology, and machiavellianism to get ahead
in life, and how to win people over by still standing your ground, and getting ahead by any means
possible. The greatest power in this life is mastering psychology of people and using it on them, in
the most clever way, and in such a way which it only benefits you. Remember, society or anyone,
they don't gaf about you. In the end, YOU have to make something of this life and get ahead in
anyway possible you can. Because in the end it's just you.
I'm very street smart, learned alot from those guys on how to talk, how to act, how to win ppl over,
and how to play the game. But, this book goes above and beyond in every aspect and the examples
that it gives are truly amazing.
Basically to give you a decent conclusion, there is alot to unpack, but as man, stay in your limits on
whoever you talk to while being mysterious and stand your ground, and walk in silence and let your
success make the noise. When in power, crush your enemies totally, and don't trust everyone, and
keep your friends close but your enemies closer, and if not in power, wait and take revenge at the
right time with logic. Never be a slave to your emotions. Also, never appear perfect, rather appear as
the mysterious person, bc this gives a great leverage to you, bc people can't figure out your true self.
Also, many other things and this is like my favorite book now. Machiavellianism makes you fked up
indeed, but in the end the victory should always be yours. That's it. Society, government, and
everyone else is not helping you. You have to help yourself. In the end, It's only you.
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Even Chads Aren't Happy in Their Marriages. We Are All
Very Lucky.
1 upvotes | March 11, 2021 | /r/MGTOW2 | Link | Reddit Link
I was doing my jog today, and there is a elementary school near where I do it. So, as I was running
and then walking, I overhear frustration and anger by a guy. He's angry at his wife, bc she was
walking slow or something but anyways. Guess what? His wife was looking like his mother. Yes.
Fat, and atleast 10 years older, with that bit**y face and a total wreck. And my man Chad looking
great for 30s, and fit and well built, and when you see his face, you could just see he's so miserable.
The guy has 2 kids, and a fat wife who looks 10 years older, and he signed away that contract to be a
slave to her, and the government. How worst can get it?
As I was thinking back, it truly made Me realize, ALL of us here are very lucky. We know the whole
game, in and out and we will never play that petty game of so called "marriage." Once you sign away
that contract, you are stuck like that guy. She will use sex as a weapon, get fat, and you will be
miserable. And I truly feel bad for the guy. He's stuck. If he divorces, she's going to take half of his
wealth, and kids, (I live in cuckanada) and the laws all in favour of men. Marriage = over for Men
here. I'm serious, just look it up. The peeps here have it worse than the Americans.
This made Me realize, We men as we get older, we become more smarter, wiser, better looking,
wealthier, and overall high of status, if we choose to work on ourselves. And women? They are a
depreciating asset. Most of them, never worked hard in their lives, got everything from daddy, and
then Simps, and they don't know how to manage money. And by 30, most of her youth and beauty is
gone. Women are truly effed if they dont marry at the right time, with the right simp to save her. And,
once she marries, she is set. Why? The ball is in her court, from the government to EVERYTHING,
they all favour the women. Well, I wouldn't be suprised is this Chad's wife pulls a "I'm not happy"
and she divorces and the guy becomes mgtow.
You see gentlemen? It's the same cycle for women. Ride the CC in youth with many tyrones who put
her in her "place" and then marry a beta buxx to save her, and then get bored of beta buxx and
divorce and then go back to the CC to get put back in "place" and then from 40 to 80 they are ALL
miserable with their cats and boxed wine and anti depressants.
We are all men after all. The blue pill fantasy is too strong to lure us back in. My mother she's one of
the rare women (from back home) she tell Me often, I will be successful In life and get a "good" wife.
I always laugh it off. Only if she knew what I knew. It's not worth it gentlemen. There is no such
thing as a unicorn. It's truly AWALT and GYOW.
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Financially Well Off MGTOW's, How did You achieve the
Financial Independence and Freedom? How did you do it?
1 upvotes | March 12, 2021 | /r/MGTOW2 | Link | Reddit Link
Now, for everyone their definition of being financially free and well off are different. For some it
maybe couple million, for some it maybe way more, for some it maybe a good running income per
month from their investments, and for some it maybe being their own effing boss and not being a
wage slave to anyone. Anyways, you all get the idea.
But My question to you all, is What financial freedom means to you, and how did you achieve it?
Personally, Me I have many plans. But, I want to broaden my perspectives from all fronts, so I'm
asking wise Men like you. Answers will be much appreciated.
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Eye-Opener for Every MGTOW. Must Read.
1 upvotes | March 13, 2021 | /r/MGTOW2 | Link | Reddit Link
Tl;dr: If you don't have the time to read all the quotes now, at least save this post and read it later.
Note that the book "The Manipulated Man" was written in 1971 by a german woman.
To be clear, I did not write this. I saw this on the original sub, and this is a MUST here. I copied and
pasted everything.
The knowledge and info was always out there, but society and people (mainstream) have been
manipulated (brainwashed) to such an extent, that they would never acknowledge truth written in this
book. I think it's a must-read for every man as it'll lead to a lot of eureka moments and break the
shackles that you're chained in due to indoctrination by people who were fooled themselves.
I think that one of the biggest issues is, that humans' ego has become so overinflated during the last
couple of centuries that they deny any kind of evidence that does not fit in their world view. They do
not understand themselves. Why would they? There's no need, living a comfortable live with no
evolutionary pressure to think outside the box. They talk the talk, but don't walk the walk. You've
probably seen it hundreds of times: People say one thing, and do another. (Actions >>>> Words)
That's especially the case for women who pretend to know exactly what they want. Truth is, they
don't. Even on Reddit, it's all just hypocritical nonsense, virtue signalling everywhere. They'll call
you names, bully you, check your post history and cherry pick some comment of yours to justify their
apparent superiority simply because you believe in something else. We've got facts, books, studies,
life experience etc. to provide proof for our point of view, they don't. Aside from that, it's not even
our job to convince someone to change. You can lead a horse to water, but you can't make it drink.
We're MGTOW, and whatever they may say - it doesn't matter because we reap the benefits from
facing the truth while they'll end up hurting themselves a dozen times first before realizing that we're
right.
Enjoy.

"It is quite incredible that men, whose desire for knowledge is unbounded in every other field, are
really totally blind to these facts, that they are incapable of seeing women as they really are: with
nothing else to offer but a vagina, two breasts, and some punch cards programmed with idle,
stereotyped chatter; that they are nothing more than conglomerations of matter, lumps of stuffed
human skin pretending to be thinking human beings."

"If only man would stop for one moment in his heedless rush toward progress and think about this
state of affairs, he would inevitably realize that his efforts to give woman a sense of mental
stimulation have been totally in vain. It is true that woman gets progressively more elegant, more
well-groomed, more “cultured,” but her demands on life will always be material, never intellectual."

"Men seem incapable of realizing that women entirely lack ambition, desire for knowledge, and need
to prove themselves, all things which, to him, are a matter of course. They allow men to live in a
world apart because they do not want to join them. Why should they? The sort of independence men
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have means nothing to women, because women don't feel dependent. They are not even embarrassed
by the intellectual superiority of me because they have no ambition in that direction."

"She takes care that man is directly trained for a particular purpose: he must work and put the fruits of
his labor at her disposal. Woman has had this aim in her view throughout the upbringing of her child,
and she engenders in him a series of conditioned reflexes which cause him to produce everything to
satisfy her material needs. She does this by manipulating him from his first year of life.
Consequently, by the time his education is complete, man will judge his own value to be woman's
estimation of his usefulness. He will be happy only when he has won her praise and produced
something of value to her. One might well say that woman becomes a kind of value scale. At a given
moment, a man can refer back to it and judge the value or futility of his actions. If he spends any time
on something which has no value in terms of this chart, football, for example, he will do his best to
compensate quickly for this minus point by increasing his activity on the plus side of the scale –
which explains why women do not object too strongly to football or other types of spectator sports"

Yet man is only a tiny cog in a gigantic business machine, he himself being in effect exploited at
every turn. When he drives others, he drives himself most of all. His orders are really orders from
above, passed on by him. If the men at the top occasionally take time to praise him, it is not in order
to make him happy – it is only to spur him on, to stimulate him to greater effort. For man, who was
brought up to be proud and honorable, every working day is merely an endless series of humiliations.
He shows enthusiasm for products he finds useless, he laughs at jokes he finds tasteless, he expresses
opinions which are not his own. Not for a moment is he allowed to forget that the merest oversight
may mean demotion, that one slip of the tongue may spell the end of his career.

"Women, on the other hand, need children to justify their laziness, stupidity, and lack of
responsibility. Both sexes exploit the child, therefore, for their own ends. Although the whole world
is full of half-starved orphans, every couple produces its own brood. Man must have a reason to be
enslaved when, later on, his sexual powers have declined, and this reason must also explain his
enslavement to a particular woman. This is simple. She is, after all, the mother of his children. Since
woman is the excuse for his subjugation, he can have only one at a time (in every industrial society,
man is monotheistic – i.e., monogamous); more than one god (woman) would make him insecure,
lead him to question his own identity, and throw him back into the state of freedom he is constantly
trying to escape. Questions such as this do not interest woman. As she does not think abstractly, the
problems of existential anxiety do not touch her. She has no need for a deity to give meaning to her
life. All she needs is an excuse for making one particular man work for her long after he ceases to
want to go to bed with her."

"This may suggest that women decide in favor of a home and family simply because they love
children. But women are not capable of the unconditional love a child should have. This can easily be
proved. Women only care for their own children, never those of others. A woman will accept a child
who is not her flesh and blood only when she is physically incapable of having her own (and this only
after everything has been tried – including artificial insemination by an unknown donor). Although
orphanages throughout the world are full of appealing, needy children, and although the newspapers
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and TV report daily on the number of little Africans, Indians, or South Americans who are starving to
death, a woman would rather give a stray dog or cat a home than a deserted child. And yet she
pretends to love children."

"Once a human being is free, if it happens to be rather stupid (and women are stupid) it will be quite
happy with its freedom and try to retain it. As the unintelligent human being is incapable of abstract
thought, it will never feel the need to leave its familiar terrain and consequently will never fear that
its very existence might be threatened. It is not afraid of death because it cannot imagine it. There is
no need to find a meaning or reason for life: its desires are fulfilled in its own personal comforts, and
these provide reason enough for living. Even the need for religion is comparatively unknown to a
person of low intelligence and, if it does arise, it is very easily satisfied. A stupid person has an
infinite capacity for self-adoration. If a woman chooses to believe in God, it is for one reason only:
she wants to go to heaven. And what, after all, is the dear Lord but yet another man who will arrange
things for her? The situation of the intelligent person, i.e., a man, is very different. At first he
welcomes his newfound freedom with a sense of relief, drunk with the vision and perspective of life
before him. But the moment he puts this freedom to the test, that is, as soon as he wants to commit a
given act which might send him in a given direction, he gets scared: since he is capable of abstract
thought, he knows that each of his acts has a series of possible consequences, not all of which can be
predicted. If he decides to act of his own free will, the responsibility will be his alone."

"No, one can hardly assume men do all this for pleasure and without feeling a desire for change. They
do it because they have been manipulated into doing it: their whole life is nothing but a series of
conditioned reflexes, a series of animal acts. A man who is no longer able to perform these acts,
whose earning capacity is lessened, is considered a failure. He stands to lose everything – wife,
family, home, his whole purpose in life – all things in fact which give him security. Of course one
might say that a man who has lost his capacity for earning money is automatically freed from his
burden and should be glad about this happy ending – but freedom is the last thing he wants. He
functions, as we shall see, according to the principle of pleasure in non-freedom. To be sentenced to
life-long freedom is a worse fate than life-long slavery."

"Women live an animal existence. They like eating, drinking, sleeping – even sex, providing there is
nothing to do and no real effort is required of them. Unlike a man, a woman will rarely make an
effort to get her partner into bed. If, however, he is already there, and she hasn't planned to set her
hair or undertake some other form of large-scale beauty repair, and there is no TV program she wants
to see, she will not be averse to making love, provided he is prepared to be the active partner. But
even the euphemisms “active” for the male partner and “passive” for the female do not conceal the
fact that woman allows man to serve her in bed just as he does in every other sphere of her life. Even
though intercourse may give a man pleasure in the long run, it is nothing more than a service to a
woman, in which the man is the better lover, arousing desire more skillfully, quickly, and making it
last longer."

"An only child affords no benefits, only disadvantages. The woman never seems as unprotected and
tied to her home as she should be. Apart from that, something might happen to the child, possibly
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when the mother is past child-bearing age. Then she would have no excuse left for having things
made comfortable for her, and her husband would have no reason to go on working for her alone.
Also, an only child has no playmate, and the mother would have to play with him; if there is anything
a woman loathes, it is having to play with children. Children are curious about absolutely everything,
but a woman has no interests at all except the few idiotic forms of entertainment offered by her house
and her own body. With the best will in the world, it is difficult for a mother to enter into the
adventurous world of a child. She may have a small repertoire of insipid stock phrases to amuse a
toddler (“look who's coming now”), but by the age of two a child has started to think for himself and
woman is left behind. The cliché about the common interests of father and son (father cannot stop
playing with his son's model railway) cannot be applied to mother and son, or even to mother and
daughter. If a woman makes an effort and spends half an hour playing with her child (more might
stunt its mental development), she tells the whole world, as if it were a great achievement, which of
course it is, in terms of self-denial."

"Several children, on the other hand, can be trained by emotional blackmail. As they are all
dependent on their mother's approval, she has only to show a slight preference for one and the others
will do anything she tells them to. Every child lives in constant fear that its mother will “withdraw”
her love and give it to someone else. And if this fear does not create affection between siblings (as if
woman would care!), it at least increases their competitiveness and performance. Even later, when the
children have long since grown up, they will still vie with each other for their mother's respect. The
sons satisfy their ambitions in their work, the daughters in the amassing of property."

"A man could, of course, condition his sexual needs as easily as a woman, provided his training
started at a very early age. Sufficient proof of this are the monks, the majority of whom survive
without sexual satisfaction (nobody will seriously maintain that they are all eunuchs). But instead of
learning to suppress his needs, a man will allow them to be encouraged whenever possible – by
women, of course, since their interests are mainly directed toward man's libido."

"A woman does not want to stay at home just to rest (what has she, after all, to rest from?) – but she
is addicted to pleasure, and she needs time for her pleasures. And what are they? Baking cakes,
ironing the laundry, making clothes, cleaning windows, curling her hair, painting her toenails, and
sometimes even – and we will come to this later – doing a little shorthand and typing. And just to
make sure that no one recognizes the fact that for her all this is pleasure, she calls these pleasures
“housework.” She is only indulging in orgies of “personal hygiene” to please her partner. And if one
of her silly little pleasures is to sit at a desk in an outer office, translating ready-made thoughts
(ready-made since they are provided by professional men) into a visual medium, well, let her call it
“stimulating mental work.”"

"Not even psychologists can grasp it, although they spend their lives studying the female mind. Being
men, they must find it more interesting than their own. But it would never occur to them for a minute
that woman's so-called psyche is unfathomable merely because of the absence of intelligence; that
feminine work appears unattractive to the male only because he is incapable of imagining the
required degree of stupidity necessary to be able to enjoy it."
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"Most men will never admit the depth of their wives' stupidity. They agree that women are not
terribly clever, but grant them “intuition” or instinct instead. And they like to call this a feminine
instinct as opposed to that of an animal. Unfortunately, this famous feminine instinct is really nothing
but a euphemism for statistical probability. Women interfere and give opinions about everything, and,
since they are so stupid, they don't realize that they are making fools of themselves. According to the
law of averages, their forecasts will be correct now and again. In any case, most of their predictions
are negative or vague. Banalities such as: “It can only end in disaster,” or “I'd steer clear of that, if I
were you,” or “Your so-called friends will only let you down in the end” are meaningless. Anyone
would be safe making such generalizations. And if, occasionally, women do see more clearly than
men, it is only because their feelings, unlike those of men, are never involved."

"Women’s stupidity is so overwhelming that anyone who comes into contact with it will become, in a
way, infected by it. That this is not obvious is solely because everybody has been exposed to it from
birth and, as a result, has become inured to it. In previous years men either ignored it or believed it to
be a typically feminine characteristic which harmed no one. But with the increase in leisure and
money to spend, woman's need for entertainment has grown. Consequently, her imbecility is
spreading into public life as well, reflected not just in vases, bedroom pictures, brocade curtains,
cocktail parties, and Sunday sermons. The mass media have become more involved in it. Women's
programs are gaining ground in radio and television. And even respectable newspapers print society
gossip, crime features, and fashion news, horoscopes, and cooking recipes. And women's magazines
become every day more numerous and sumptuous on the stands. Step by step, not only the private
sphere of men but all of public life has become infected by this stupidity."

Thanks for reading.
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Mastering Stoicism Will Make You The Ultimate MGTOW.
Must Read.
1 upvotes | March 14, 2021 | /r/MGTOW2 | Link | Reddit Link
Now first of all, what is stoicism? Stoicism is the endurance of pain or hardship without the display
of feelings and without complaint.
Most of us, I bet have heard about 3 famous Greek Philosophers. Aristotle, Socrates and Plato. But, I
want to talk about stoicism because alot of people don't know about it, and many confuse it with
being emotionless or numb. Nope. That's not what stoicism is.
Stoicism is a philosophy which was invented in the early 3rd century. Combined with MGTOW it
can lead a very incredible and a positive life. It allows you to minimize negative emotions and
maximize your gratitude and joy.
There were 3 stoic principal leaders: Marcus Aurelius, Epictetus and Seneca.
Number 1. Emperor Marcus Aurelius was a big adherent of stoicism and it helped him lead Rome for
2 decades. He wrote many things regarding stoicism in his journals. Stoicism gave Emperor Aurelius
a huge advantage in life and in his kingship. He lead Rome through many disastrous battles, plagues
and many hardships. But, he always kept his cool and he never was negative. He took whatever came
at him, in a very stoic and positive way with the right Mind set.
Number 2. Epictetus was born a slave. He founded his own school of stoicism and thought many
great minds, and 1 of them was the future emperor Marcus Aurelius. Epictetus thought everything,
not just theoretical, but everything from the the philosophy of life, how to handle different situations
that we are faced with each day and greatly, how to master stoicm in your day to day life to keep you
calm and at peace.
He thought us that all external events are beyond our control. We should accept everything that
comes to us calmly, because that thing is not in our control. But, however each individual is
responsible solely for their own actions. We cannot blame society or anyone else regarding our own
decisions that we choose to take. Each individual is responsible for whatever they do that is in their
control.
Number 3. Seneca was play writer and 1 of the Romes most wisest broker ever. He wrote many
books on stoicism and was an adviser to Nero (Roman emperor).
Key principles and beliefs.
Number 1. Live in agreement with nature. We men are rational being. We use our common sense and
logic and practicality in day to day situations, rather than basing everything off of emotions like
women. "Living in agreement with nature" simply means behaving rationally in each and every
situation like a human. Not base anything off of emotions.
Numer 2. Live by virtue. They make possible ease, self-mastery, and joy in leading a morally good
life." The four cardinal virtues are prudence, justice, courage and temperance.
Number 3. Focus on what you can control, and accept what you can't. Many things in our day to day
life is in our hands that we can control fully. But, many things aren't. Whether it's the whether, nature
of women, politics, or the clown world, nothing of this in our control. So we shouldn't worry. We
should accept how it is, because even if we worried, what can you do about it? Nothing. It's not in our
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control, but what's in our control is GYOW and leading a virtuous life, which focuses on ourselves,
and does better for humanity.
Number 4. Distinguish between good, bad and indifferent things. You must acknowledge in your day
to day life between what's right and wrong and indifference doesn't mean coldness. You can't change
them (AWALT) but take them as they are.
Number 5. Take action. The power to shape your life in whatever way you want is in YOUR hands.
Take this opportunity and take action, and do something positive with it that will benefit you.
Number 6. Practice Misfortune. Ask what can go wrong. For example, if someone was to smoke all
their life, what would happen? Lung cancer and many types of diseases and cancers. So what we do?
We tell them not to smoke bc the consequences of their actions will nothing but harm them. Exact
thing We MGTOWS do. We tell each of us and remind ourselves of the consequences of marriage by
saying "Never marry." Why? Most of us here know the whole game in and out, female nature and
everything in between.
Just imagine if the divorced men here whose wifes made their life's miserable were to have all this
knowledge? They would have been way happier and never made the mistake to marry. And now,
they live in regret but atleast they realized it. We have to make our brothers aware and make them
wake up before it's too late. A famous saying goes "Iron sharpens iron, so 1 man sharpens one
another."
Number 7. Add a reserve clause to your actions. Happiness is not found in being very rich or having
that very expensive car or that big house. That "happiness" fades away very fast. Winning is the not
the ultimate goal, rather the ultimate goal is being the best player, and playing the best you can,
which ironically will lead to your win. Be the best you can, and it will do you good. It's the base.
Rather than only thinking of winning and drowning in self confidence which in the end does more
harm than good. It's good to have high self confidence and ego, but always remember to be in limits.
Your victories and over confidence can lead to your destruction.
Number 8. Love everything that happens (Amor fati).
Now let's say something happened that we didn't wish for. What would happen? You either accept it
or live in negative thoughts, which affects your mental health. What's the more wiser option? Accept
it. Stoicism calls this "The art of acquiescence." The first step is to accept it, and then the next step is
to love everything that happens. Why? Because those things ultimate are not in our control.
Number 9. Turn Obstacles into opportunities. You know why most people are always negative? They
see obstacles as barriers and live in this deception that they cannot overcome it. There are many
instances in life that you can turn those obstacles into opportunities for your own success. But you
know what the catch is? Being stoic, and thinking everything through from all fronts and then
analyzing everything and then coming to conclusions will lead you to success which many cannot do.
Most people are a slave to their emotions, and never be that. Be stoic.
Number 10. Be mindful. In this life, you have power over your emotions no matter what those
emotions maybe. You must remember, any emotion that you get, will either do you good or bad. 1 of
my favorite sayings of all time is "Before thinking of a short term gain, first think of it's long term
affects." You must master the art of controlling your emotions and being practical and logic no matter
what. And rather thinking of the short term gain, think of the long term affects of that action. And be
stoic when that thing is not in your control or hands.
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In the end brothers, it's truly AWALT and that is not in our hands. But what is in our hands is, how
we accept it. And the best thing a man can do in the modern age is GHOW, do good in whatever he
can, and master stoicism in everything in life that comes at him. Just accept how it is and go
MGTOW and your own way. When you realize the true female nature, the best thing a Man can do is
be stoic. That's it.
Now. Some famous stoic sayings:
The best revenge is not to be like your enemy. - Marcus Aurelius.
Waste no more time arguing what a good man should be. Be One. — Marcus Aurelius
You could leave life right now. Let that determine what you do and say and think.—Marcus Aurelius
He who fears death will never do anything worth of a man who is alive.—Seneca
Life is very short and anxious for those who forget the past, neglect the present, and fear the
future.—Seneca
You have power over your mind — not outside events. Realize this, and you will find
strength.―Marcus Aurelius
Wealth consists not in having great possessions, but in having few wants.―Epictetus
True happiness is to enjoy the present, without anxious dependence upon the future, not to amuse
ourselves with either hopes or fears but to rest satisfied with what we have, which is sufficient, for he
that is so wants nothing. The greatest blessings of mankind are within us and within our reach. A
wise man is content with his lot, whatever it may be, without wishing for what he has not.―Seneca
Indeed.
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Women Only Want A Huge Wedding. But She Doesn't Want
To Be A Wife, Neither She Know's It's Duties and
Responsibilities.
1 upvotes | March 28, 2021 | /r/MGTOW2 | Link | Reddit Link
Mods I have provided sources for rule #9.
From a young age when a girl see's Cinderella or whatever and all those fairytale movies, they are
programmed to want to get married. And as she's growing up, all women have a desire to get married
indeed. But what many don't know is, she only wants to get married but she doesn't know the
responsibilities of a wife and a mother. What do I mean?
All women want a big 100k wedding with all the extravagance and what not, and this is in their
fantasy from a young age. But these same women, don't have any qualities and neither the
characteristics of a good wife. They don't know how to properly submit, how to raise kids, how to
respect, how to not complain and nag on every little thing and most of them don't khow how to cook
and clean. But you want to know what they know? How to drain you're credit card and how to get
you to pay for that huge wedding. Women submit indeed. Yes, but to who?
While she's married, rather than looking great and being dolled up for you, she's being dolled up for
her work only, and to receive all the attention there. Rather than submitting to you, she's submitting
to her boss at her work. Rather than respecting you, she's respecting strangers and complaining about
you behind your back. Rather than being nice and caring for you, she's caring for her co-workers and
outsiders and neighbors. She wants to "please" others while being married with you. How many cases
you know like this?
And when she comes home, what's happening? She's tired and uses the same excuses and doesn't give
you, your right of sex and even if she does, she uses it as a weapon to get her material needs met and
gets what she wants from you. While, she's so dolled up only to recieve attention from outside
strangers rather than your own validation. She doesn't want to cook, clean or anything, and she wants
to put the kids In the day care, and still wants to work, while wanting you to "man up" and pay for
everything. While she is living in your house, but pleasing strangers rather than serving and making
you pleased. As the old saying goes "To win a mans heart, keep his ba**s empty and keep his tummy
full." Basically provide him endless sex and cook for him and of course look good for him. That's
how easy it is for a women to win a man's heart, but the modern women, only want's to win others
over, and neglect the rights of husband, making herself miserable and him miserable. Because no 1
will care for her as the husband, and most of these women after getting divorced realize it too late
after getting kicked to the curb by everyone.
The reality is gentlemen, the modern women has nothing to offer. Can't cook, can't raise kids
properly, and with their sjw attitude and ideologies, and endless nagging and complaining (as no man
can ever make her truly happy) it's truly over. Like seriously, if you think about it the average modern
women has literally nothing to offer except long list of demands and nagging, and with hypergamy
being so rampant, she can simply walk away anytime with no consequences. She wants all the
benefits and privileges of marriage, but she doesn't want to provide the duty of being a wife.
Sources:
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https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.cnbc.com/amp/2019/08/13/money-stress-traps-many-women-in
to-staying-in-unhappy-marriages.html
https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.huffpost.com/entry/more-sexual-partners-unhappy-marriage_n
_5698440/amp
https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.06.05.135160v1.full
https://www.divorcemag.com/blog/why-do-women-initiate-divorce-more-than-men
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Eventually, Every Red Pilled Man Will Go MGTOW.
1 upvotes | March 29, 2021 | /r/MGTOW2 | Link | Reddit Link
When you first become red pilled there are stages. The first stage usually is the redpill "rage" then as
slowly dive more into The Red Pill your like it all makes sense. Whether it's the nature of women,
whether it's Alpha Fs, Beta buxx or Hypergamy or Bait and Switch, that they can't truly love you for
you or that they all change over time, your like it all makes sense. Also, whether it's the reality of
society, you figure out or anything, all this to take in is very hard and brutal to swallow at first.
So some men either go PUA and use everything to their advantage, (Female Psychology) to just
pump and dump. But, as we all know the PUA put on a fake show and while they maybe getting
women, they can't keep em around. Because, they were fake from the start and or women can see
through their acting.
But Imo, whatever path any red piller chooses eventually, all those paths will lead to MGTOW.
Why? All these "pick up" artists will eventually realize that, it's the same old game and to get any
women, you have to put on a show were your time, energy and resources are wasted for something
which is so overpriced. And women simply these days have nothing to offer except their endless
entitlement and society and government, everyone is on their side.
In the end most men who became hardcore redpilled about the true nature of women, society and
everything in general will become MGTOW and will realize the "game" is not worth it. Because it's
the same old nonsense.
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Don't Engage With r/MGTOWBanSub. Important Reminder.
1 upvotes | March 30, 2021 | /r/MGTOW2 | Link | Reddit Link
So, there is a sub that has been created to ban the 2 legendary MGTOW subs. And I found out about
them, as My posts have been featured on there. Lool. And, random people were commenting on My
posts from weeks ago, and so I decided to look at who these people were, and what they commented.
The comments were like "it's not wife's right to provide sex in marriage, it's her body her choice" and
"she can do whatever she wants, husband has no right to tell her anything." Yes, gentlemen. These
were the types of comments, I was getting. And guess what's the sad part?
They were from "men." How desperate and low do you have to be to say nonsense like this? While,
any person who hears mgtow calls us "incels" "women haters" and the same old mantra, the irony of
it is these guys are the real incels who are going so low to comment shi like that to "protect" their
women who they will get only friendzoned by. I don't get some types of people.
And, don't engage with them, as most are "men" on that sub who are next level. Not worthy enough
to debate with. And if they comment random shi here on your posts like "You incel, women hater,
broke, loser!" The irony is they are it themselves. Don't bother with them or give them any attention.
They will only suffer in the end, while thank God we are woken.
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Society Has Programmed You To Be A Beta Buxx From A
Young Age.
1 upvotes | March 31, 2021 | /r/MGTOW2 | Link | Reddit Link
This post is actually inspired by ....... and he raises a great point in his comment. "When a Man is
MGTOW he doesn't need much to live on." Indeed, and I full fledge agree with this, and I bet many
of you can.
As far back as I can remember, My Mother always used to tell Me, "Son, become a doctor and you
will get a good wife and have status." That's all she used to tell Me. Did she care about what I
wanted? Nope. Indirectly she was telling Me "Live for people, so they can be impressed by your
status and then find a gold digger who will only be impressed by My profession." Yes. That's what
she was telling Me.
And, Before MGTOW, My thinking and mindset was only money, money and money. That, I need
couple million before marriage for a so called "good" wife. And you know what? I was so dumb. I
never once thought that, she will only be with Me for My profession and income and not for Me.
And, whatever I did prior to MGTOW in life, was for this imaginary "unicorn" that I was not even
guaranteed with! Now? I simply don't care anymore.
I have lots going on for Me, for My age, and it's not like MGTOW made Me unambitious. I'm still
very ambitious, but I'm not materialistic anymore. Even, if I have millions, I'm happy with My Civic.
I don't need a Mercedes Benz or anything to "impress" anyone. I don't care. I would rather donate all
that money, than buying it, for some so called fake validation from others. This so called "good" wife
that this society and the blue pilled fantasy keeps on telling you, is all nonsense.
Like I have said in My posts before. Most of Us on this sub, are not the Tyrone to just "pump and just
dump" and throw out. It's not My nature and it's not in many of us. And, also we aren't simps to
worship women. We are in the middle, and we value our self respects the most, so we can never be a
beta buxx. So, when we see the rigged game what we do? We Go our own way.
And, when you choose a simplistic lifestyle, no matter how much you have, happiness and inner
peace is found in small things. Before, I wanted to make so much money only In "hopes" for a so
called "good" wife. Now? I'm just making it for Myself and to benefit others, which I deem needy.
That's it. And, when I go on My bike rides daily and what not and just take fresh air in the beautiful
weather, these things are very under rated. But it buys Me peace. That same Mercedes if I had bought
to "show off" and to get chicks, would NEVER buy Me inner peace.
In conclusion gentlemen, whatever society promised you is all bs. In the end, their is no unicorn, and
if you marry you're just a beta buxx who is saving a women who has ridden all the Tyrone and gave
them free sex, while your just her "safe" option. And, when you choose to not impress anyone and
live only for yourself, you don't need much. Happiness and inner peace is found in small things which
are very underrated.
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Saw This On The Original Sub. It's a Must Here.
1 upvotes | April 1, 2021 | /r/MGTOW2 | Link | Reddit Link
https://i.redd.it/f3g02szg3iq61.jpg
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Society Has Programmed You To Be A Beta Buxx, From a
Young Age.
143 upvotes | April 1, 2021 | /r/MGTOW | Link | Reddit Link
This post is actually inspired by u/Theoracleofosiris and he raises a great point in his comment.
"When a Man is MGTOW he doesn't need much to live on." Indeed, and I full fledge agree with this,
and I bet many of you can.
As far back as I can remember, My Mother always used to tell Me, "Son, become a doctor and you
will get a good wife and have status." That's all she used to tell Me. Did she care about what I
wanted? Nope. Indirectly she was telling Me "Live for people, so they can be impressed by your
status and then find a gold digger who will only be impressed by My profession." Yes. That's what
she was telling Me.
And, Before MGTOW, My thinking and mindset was only money, money and money. That, I need
couple million before marriage for a so called "good" wife. And you know what? I was so dumb. I
never once thought that, she will only be with Me for My profession and income and not for Me.
And, whatever I did prior to MGTOW in life, was for this imaginary "unicorn" that I was not even
guaranteed with! Now? I simply don't care anymore.
I have lots going on for Me, for My age, and it's not like MGTOW made Me unambitious. I'm still
very ambitious, but I'm not materialistic anymore. Even, if I have millions, I'm happy with My Civic.
I don't need a Mercedes Benz or anything to "impress" anyone. I don't care. I would rather donate all
that money, than buying it, for some so called fake validation from others. This so called "good" wife
that this society and the blue pilled fantasy keeps on telling you, is all nonsense.
Like I have said in My posts before. Most of Us on this sub, are not the Tyrone to "pump and just
dump" and throw out. It's not in My nature and it's not in many of us. And, also, we aren't simps to
worship women. We are in the middle, and we value our self respects the most, so we can never be a
beta buxx. So, when we see the rigged game what we do? We Go our own way.
And, when you choose a simplistic lifestyle, no matter how much you have, happiness and inner
peace is found in small things. Before, I wanted to make so much money only In "hopes" for a so
called "good" wife. Now? I'm just making it for Myself and to benefit others, which I deem needy
and worth giving to. That's it. And, when I go on My bike rides daily and what not, and just take the
fresh air in the beautiful weather, these things are very under rated. But it buys Me peace. That same
Mercedes if I had bought to "show off" and to get chicks, that would NEVER buy Me inner peace or
happiness.
In conclusion gentlemen, whatever society promised you is all bs. In the end, their is no unicorn, and
if you marry you're just a beta buxx who is saving a women who has ridden all the Tyrones and gave
them all the free sex, while your just her "safe" option. And as we all know it's AWALT. And, when
you choose to not impress anyone and live only for yourself, you don't need much. Happiness and
inner peace is found in small things which are very underrated.
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Why All The Terms Like "Alpha" "Beta" or "PUA" or
Anything of That Sort, Doesn't Matter For MGTOW Men?
1 upvotes | April 3, 2021 | /r/MGTOW2 | Link | Reddit Link
These terms were made a long time ago in reference to judging an animal by it's status In the animal
kingdom. And these terms, only recently have been made popular since TRP has become very well
known and what not. If most Men are not redpilled, they atleast have heard the term.
Anyways. So, TRP has made these terms very popular and many men still who are MGTOW keep
mentioning them. While, imo whatever redpill says is nothing but facts. Such as Alphas get all the
women for free while, beta pay for them in marriage and what not. Whether it's Alpha F's, Beta Buxx
or Hypergamy, or Bait and switch or anything. As we all know, it makes sense. This is TRP in
regards to female nature.
Now. The PUA artists have garnered a lot of attention. Basically, their whole strategy is using TRP
and female psychology, and playing the whole "game" on them. And most of Us who have Mastered
the red pill know what they are. Simply to explain, to keep a women around you have to play all
these psychological games and be someone that you're not. But, many don't get the fact that Alpha's
are born, not made. No matter how much a man is "redpilled" and no matter how much he knows and
understands female nature, he can never truly be an Alpha.
So, most of these PUA guys who pick up women, get laid but they can't keep em around. Why?
Because, they were acting like someone they were not. It's all a game. Remember gentlemen, she's
only with a Man for 2 reasons. #1 is the emotions he gives her. The high, lows, unreliable and being
unpredictable keeps her on the edge and makes him want him. Only a Alpha or a Chad/Tyrone can
provide her this. But, guess what? The day they give her the validation that she craves, she is simply
gone and monkey branches to the next guy to gain his validation. And #2 she stays with a man for his
money and financial support. Aka beta buxx as we know of. And while she's not truly attracted to a
beta buxx, and only gives him starfish sex and uses it as a weapon, she simply stays with him because
he's the "provider" while effing Alphas on the side, who she gives free sex to.
The point is gentlemen that, to keep a women around you have to be a clown to keep entertaining
them. And these women are only around for emotions (How you make her feel and all that) or what
you can provide for her. That's it. It's all a acting game with these women. Hence only a man can love
a women unconditionally, while a women can never. Their "love" is based on conditions, and in
today's day and age when they have thousands of simps worshipping them, they can simply leave and
monkey branch anytime. So, these terms like "alpha" "beta" or whatever doesn't truly matter to us. In
the modern age no matter what you are, it's in the nature of a women to never be content. And, Red
pill can you make very aware and woke, but to keep a women around, it's all a bs psychological
game, and imo most red pilled men will eventually become MGTOW. Why? Because there's too
much nonsense to deal with.
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Why All The Terms Like "Alpha" "Beta" or "PUA" or
Anything of That Sort, Doesn't Matter For MGTOW Men?
19 upvotes | April 3, 2021 | /r/MGTOW | Link | Reddit Link
These terms were made a long time ago in reference to judging an animal by it's status In the animal
kingdom. And these terms, only recently have been made popular since TRP has become known and
what not. If most Men are not redpilled, they atleast have heard the term.
Anyways. So, TRP has made these terms very popular and many men who are MGTOW, still keep
mentioning them. While, imo whatever the red pill says is nothing but facts. Such as, Alphas get all
the women for free while, A beta pay's for them in marriage and what not. Whether it's Alpha F's,
Beta Buxx or Hypergamy, or Bait and switch or that they all change (for the worst) over time. As we
all know, it all makes sense. This is TRP in regards to female nature.
Now. The PUA artists have garnered a lot of attention in the past couple years. Basically, their whole
strategy is using TRP and female psychology, and playing the whole "game" on them. And most of
Us, who have Mastered the Red Pill know what they are. Simply to explain, and to keep a women
around, you have to play all these psychological games and be someone that you're not. But, many
men don't get the fact that, Alpha's are born and not made. No matter how much a man is "redpilled"
and no matter how much he knows, and understands female nature, he can never truly be an Alpha.
So, most of these PUA guys who pick up women, get laid but they can't keep them around. Why?
Because, they were acting like someone they were not. It's all a game. Remember gentlemen, she's
only with a Man for 2 reasons. #1 is the emotions he gives her. The high, lows, being unreliable and
unpredictable keeps her on the edge and makes him want him. Only a Alpha or a Chad/Tyrone can
provide her this. But, guess what? The day they give her the validation that she craves, she is simply
gone and monkey branches to the next guy to gain earn his validation. And #2, she stays with a man
for his money and financial support. Aka beta buxx as we know of. And, while she's not truly
attracted to a beta buxx, and only gives him starfish sex and uses it as a weapon, she simply stays
with him because he's the "provider" while effing Alphas on the side, who she gives free sex to.
Hence the term to perfectly describe the red pill regarding female nature that I would say is "Alphas
F, Beta Buxx."
The point is gentlemen that, to keep a women around, you have to be a clown to keep entertaining
them and or be someone that you are not. And, these women are only around for emotions (How you
make her feel and all that) or what you can provide for her. That's it. It's all a acting game with these
women. Hence, only a man can love a women unconditionally, while a women can never. Their
"love" is based on conditions which keeps changing based on her emotions, and in today's day and
age, when they have thousands of simps worshipping them, they can simply leave and monkey
branch to the next guy anytime. So, these terms like "alpha" "beta" or whatever, doesn't truly matter
to Us. In the modern age, no matter what you are, it's in the nature of a women to never be content.
And, Red pill can you make very aware and woke, but to keep a women around, it's all a bs
psychological game, and imo most red pilled men will eventually become MGTOW. Why? Because
there's too much nonsense to deal with.
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End Violence Against Women! Now. And, I Will Tell You How.
1 upvotes | April 3, 2021 | /r/MGTOW2 | Link | Reddit Link
This post is actually inspired by u/30203forever post. Which is this And when he had posted it, he
took it away from the MGTOW ban sub. And guess what? They have removed it.
The people who are trying to get MGTOW banned, I really don't understand them. Why? MGTOW
keep it to themselves, go their own way, and they educate other Men regarding female nature, and
their personal experiences, and plus share statistics and data on, why MGTOW is the most mentally
sane option for any Man these days.
Yet, these people still want Us banned. Why? Because they simply cannot handle the truth. They
want men to marry and what not. Most women will never be attracted to simps anyway, and the
Alphas they effed never stay around. So, Men in the middle like Us come in the picture for marriage.
And, the government cannot keep on saving these women, so a women eventually needs a man to
provide and protect her, no matter how "strong, free and independent" she is. And on that mgtow ban
sub, most are soyboys and hypocrites. Little do they know women despise Male "feminists" and these
guys out here "saving" them. Like..? Do NOT waste time and debate with them. To debate a
opposition, they should have some type of logic, and these people are next level.
Anyways. So, alot of women then fear that more quality Men who become MGTOW, the less options
for her and even if she marry's some beta simp, she will never truly be happy with him. No wonder
they want this philosophy banned. Remember gentlemen, The Alpha after he bangs her, never stays
around while, it's not in the nature of a women to be attracted to a sim* or a Male feminists. They
loathe them. Men in the middle are the most wanted who neither simp, who neither "pump and
dump".
The most sane decision for any Man in the modern age is MGTOW. All these women are Alpha
widowed and used, and want YOU to save her. Society, sim*s and all, have made them very entitled,
and you can never truly "impress" or "please" any women. Women have all these problems with men
and the "patriarchy" indeed. Great. What's My advice for ALL men? Don't do anything with these
women. Master female nature and Stoicism, and GYOW. Master the power of resistance. And, any
MGTOW man who goes his way is ending the violence of ALL women! How? He simply walks
away and has nothing to do with them. End all violence gentlemen!
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What Do Women Have to Offer in Any Relationship, In The
Modern Age?
1 upvotes | April 4, 2021 | /r/MGTOW2 | Link | Reddit Link
If you ponder upon this question and think deeply about it, it's truly intriguing. With most women,
you cannot even have a simple, intellectual conversation with about anything. Whether it's about
society or anything in general. I'm talking just general knowledge. Remembering now, out of all the
jobs I've had, maybe 2 women, I could speak all this with. But, guess what? They were older and
married ones. The women My age and the women little older than Me, It was simply the same old
complaining and nagging and their drama. Small little things which, only the guys in the friendzone
"care" about only to get with her, but little do they know they are nothing but her emotional tam*on.
LOL. Anyways.
In the modern age, you cannot even have a simple, proper, intellectual conversation with a women
without them bringing their useless drama and nagging and complaining. And as we all know, most
are ran through, and emotionally damaged women who will always be thinking about their abusive
exes while she's with you, and she only married you because you were the "safe" option. With their
many useless degrees, and media brainwashing, and them being SJW and pleasing society's
narrative, rather than pleasing you, the modern women simply has nothing to offer. And, while some
men will say she offers "kids" or "sex" you must remember, you were NEVER her first option. Her
Thug ex was. Not you. And she wanted him to be her baby daddy. But because he didn't stay around,
she ended up with you because you were the reliable and financially sound option.
And, she wants the kids for herself, which most women will eventually manipulate them against you,
and as we all know the courts and the law makers favour the women in keeping both of yours kids,
while you have to pay child support for them. How many men on this Sub have gone through this?
And regarding sex? She simply can use it as a weapon anytime for her needs. And, society or anyone
doesn't question her why and they will never. They have given women all the entitlement, and simply
have labeled men as "evil" in all the cases, no matter what. And we see this time and time now, that
somehow whatever happens men are the "problem."
That's why I liked 30201forevers post alot. Basically to prevent all the problems women have with
Men is a simple solution. And the simple solution for any man is MGTOW. The modern, average
women simply has nothing to offer. Most cannot even have hold a decent conversation, and sex is
used as a weapon if she marries you, kids are manipulated against you, and society, media and the
laws and everything favour her side. Hence the popular term #believeallwomen. What's in it for the
man if he chooses to marry? Stress, anxiety, and what not, and she can simply leave anytime as we all
know they have thousands of options these days, and 90% of divorces are initiated by women. Yes.
They can leave just like that without any consequences. They have nothing to offer, and if it's her
mistake, society and everyone will blame you no matter what. So, what's the most smartest and
Wisest decision? GYOW. And as we "progress" it will only get more harder for Men and we see it
time and time. To be safe, to keep your mental sanity, and to not be a beta buxx, simply GYOW.
That's it.
https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.washingtonpost.com/news/soloish/wp/2015/08/27/why-women
-are-more-likely-to-initiate-divorce/%3foutputType=amp
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https://www.goodhousekeeping.com/life/relationships/a32314885/dating-bad-boys/
https://www.cltampa.com/news-views/sex-love/article/20729128/why-women-have-sex-with-bad-bo
ys-and-marry-nice-guys
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Women Don't Want to Grow With You. They Are Waiting at
The Finish Line, When You Have it All. Important Reminder.
705 upvotes | April 8, 2021 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
How many times have you heard women saying, I want to "grow" with a man and help him out in his
journey of whatever it is? Of course never.
The reality is, as we all know, women in the modern age want to have it their way In everything. You
can't have your cake and eat it. For many men, they are told by society and everyone to "work hard"
and be "established." Indeed. But, established and successful for what? For themselves? Nope. Men
are programmed from a very young age by society to be a beta buxx and are prepared for it from a
very young age.
While you are working so hard, day and night to money maxx, your future wife is getting pounded by
broke Tyrones day and night. Yes, gentlemen this is the reality. Women in their youth have
everything they need and want, funded by their father's. At this time, she's not wanting a beta buxx
husband. Bc her material needs are met. You know what she wants? She want to get degraded by
many tyrones and chad's and the whole football team in many ways as possible. Yes. Most men
cannot handle this or accept it, but that's what's happening gentlemen.
And you? You are still working your as* off, not for yourself, but rather for your future imaginery
"unicorn" and kids that you think will make your life better. Little do you know, your her last beta
buxx option after she got used and degraded by many men, in many ways possible, and now is a
emotionally damaged man hating feminist, who wants YOU to save her. Why? Bc you are fully
established now and at the finish line, and she's waiting for you there.
And you know what? I don't get suprised anymore, when men on here say, their wife was banging the
guy next door while he was working his as* off for family. You see gentlemen, for sex a women
doesn't care who she has it with. Why? Because, any guy wants sex with her and she will only choose
the most sexually capable (aka tingle material). But, for marriage? Nope. She will only choose a man
with most resources and who is most stable In life aka the beta buxx. Not bc she loves him or
anything, nor does she appreciate the hard work they did to get there and on that level. She is just
happy she got a "lifelong" comfortable income guy that will provide her with her material needs. For
sex? She has the next door neighbor who will bang her for free, while the beta buxx paid for her in
marriage and did everything for that.
Sadly, most men are dumb asf. I blame men. They have given up their principal's, morals, ethics for
women and a so called "good" wife. You must acknowledge, if you marry in the modern age, you are
nothing but a beta buxx in her eyes. She will lose respect for you in no time and she will fantasize the
QB from her university who she fked, while having sex with you, bc she has experienced it all! And
guess what? The government and EVERYONE is on her side. It all just takes for her to say "I'm not
happy" to ruin your life. And when she does, she goes back on the CC and still has thousands of beta
orbiters/simps worshipping her.
Don't lose your self respect gentlemen. These women aren't worthy enough to even spend a single
penny on. Work hard, and make money only for yourselves. And with that money, change the life of
others who are really and in desperate need so they will actually remember you. Unlike a women,
who you can do anything for and if you don't do that 1 thing, she will say "What good have you ever
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done for me?" Most religions say most inhabitants of hell will be women, and indeed this makes
sense now, and no matter whatever religion we are, we all come together in this regard bc each
religion has said the same regarding the true nature of women. It all makes sense gentleman. It really
only and truly is AWALT.
Tldr; Marriage = nothing more than beta buxx and a slave to her and the government. Don't marry.
There is no unicorn.
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Live Life Not To Impress Others, Rather Live Only For
Yourself.
90 upvotes | April 10, 2021 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
The people that you tried so hard to impress and made them a priority, were are they now? They are
all gone. In today's selfish world, you cannot put others above you. Whether it's women, friends, or
anything, you have to keep them beneath you. Otherwise, you will be left behind.
Who always wins in the end? It's always the jerk, who puts himself above others. The so called
"good" and "nice" guys, who always put others above them for the validation of others, what happens
with them? They are left behind, and they keep wondering why their "niceness" is not working for
them. Whatever it is in life, we must remember, nobody is helping you. Like seriously think about it.
Why would they? Your benefit is their loss because they will have more competition. And people are
easily jealous and despise you, with a facade of this fake smile they have infront of you.
The greatest power in this life, is mastering the psychology of people, and using it on them, in the
most clever way possible, and in such a way, which it only benefits you. Remember, society or
anyone, they do not gaf about you. In the end, YOU have to make something of this life, and get
ahead in anyway possible you can. Because in the end, it's just you. Since the beginning of time, it
has only been survival of the fittest, and never survival of the unfittest. Every red pilled man needs to
Master machiavellianism. Regarding how to act, what to say in each and every situation he is
confronted and use it for his own benefit in a very clever and intellectual way.
Always put yourself above others. People only use you, and throw you out. The only people that may
truly love you unconditionally is your parents. So always respect and value them. When you learn to
not gaf anymore, and only focus on your own success in whatever it maybe, that is the greatest
mindset any man can have. People spend their whole life in thinking what he/she will think about me
and guess what? They are left nowhere. They neither achieve their goals, because they put others
above them, and they lose all the respect people had for them. Why? Because they keep on giving
and giving and then they are taken for granted. Once your that vulnerable, your destiny is only to get
used and thrown out. You must never be too agreeable, rather stick to your principles and values.
Always.
You must remember that in the end, whether it's women, or the government and even your homies,
they don't care about your achievements or success. Neither anyone is helping you get there. 1 day,
they can be your homie, the next day they can be your enemy. Don't be so emotionally attached to
people bc anyone can change at any moment. You come alone in this life, and you die alone. So, dgaf
about others and what they think about you, rather do what YOU have to do. In the end, nobody is
helping you. You have to help yourself.
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The #1 Reason For Declining Marriage is "Lack" of
Economically Attractive Men. Why?
216 upvotes | April 11, 2021 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
First of all, all men must acknowledge that in the modern age, everyone is usually making the same.
Many men and women go to university and college and get their degree and make the national
average. While, most men keep and multiply their wealth, women still only get wealthy by 2 things.
That is through marriage and divorce or they inherit their wealth from their fathers. Link.
When a man and women is making the same, a women is biologically programmed to go for a man
who is making more than her, and who is more higher of status. This is in their biology and nature.
Ironically, when 95% of men and women are making the same, women then only go for the men who
are in the top 5%. Hence the 90/10, 95/5 rule come into play.
But every man must understand, rich men don't make her wet. When a women see's any rich or a
resourceful man, in her eyes it's (Yess lifelong comfortable income guy). Only an Alpha truly makes
her wet. By you driving the best car, and what not is making yourself look like a fool with a badge
that says "I'm a beta provider, pick me." Of course, why wouldn't any women pick you? You're a
Simp and women love using you and extracting resources from you, while she will be giving herself
away for free to the Alphas. Hence the term Alpha Fs and Beta buxx is straight up truth.
A women wants a mix of many qualities in a man. She wants him to be a rich Alpha that will put in
her place, while being a "gentleman" on the street so "people" can say look at that happy couple. But
little do these beta provider men know that, back in her university years, she was giving herself away
for free to the Football QB and what not. All the Tyrones/Chad's degraded her for free in many ways
possible, while she was young and she loved it at the time. Now, as she looks back she regrets it and
bc she is alpha widowed, she hates all men and blames all men for her own mistakes. Alpha's get
what they want from a women without providing anything. They simply don't care. They want to
pump and dump. While a women knows that this guy will be unreliable, she will still stay with him in
order to "change" him. But he will never change. Alphas never stay around. And once she "changes"
you, she's already monkey branched to a new guy to "change."
Women are biologically attracted to unreliable, unpredictable men. Yes. It keeps them wet. You
really think after she has experienced an Alpha, she will be happy with a beta Dr Kareem who is
boring and very predictable? Nope. She will be drier than the Sahara Desert. The next door Steve
who's mowing the lawn and who doesn't gaf about anything, will make her wet. And what happens
eventually? While the Beta Dr is providing her, she is effing next door Steve and still getting her
material needs met by the Doctor. That's why, no wonder red pill emphasizes women are no more
useful than to pump and dump.
Anyways. All men must remember in the modern age, marriage = you are a beta and the statistics
show this itself. Women are gold diggers and will make the rules for a beta while, they will only get
wet for an Alpha and break the rules for them. They make the rules for the guy they want to marry
while, she was happily giving herself away for free and was getting degraded in many ways possible
to the Alpha in her youth. Marriage is a joke in the west. Women can never be truly attracted to a
"beta buxx". While she's having sex with him, you know what gets her off? Thinking about that QB
she fked from university who degraded her In all ways possible. While this beta thinks she's
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"pleased" with him. Brutal for these guys.
And we are the most smartest men here. These simps and whiteknights will never get it. To Master
female nature and to truly become redpilled, 1 must experience female nature. Whether it was Roosh
V or any of the original red pillars, these guys Mastered it all, and work and manipulate the rules in
their favor. While the beta is paying for her, after guys like Roosh got her in her best years for FREE!
Red pill is the ultimate pill, and every man must Master it. Alot of women secretly lurk these subs.
You know why? Because they are truly amazed at how some guys know their whole nature and they
can't help but agree with all these posts bc it's such facts. They all secretly lurk these forums. And
you want to know something? Any women, will never truly be happy with a beta buxx. Whether he's
very wealthy, or anything, it doesn't truly make her wet. What really makes her wet is the tingles and
emotions that Alpha provides her.
In conclusion, all men must remember, never ever marry. You are seen as beta in her eyes. She's not
attracted to you at all. She's only attracted to the lifelong comfortable income you have and because
you are a stable man. She doesn't get wet for you, like how she got wet for her exes. But you? You
think she "loves" you. She will only truly have feelings for the unreliable, unpredictable men who
treated her like trash in the past. Not for you. Those guys only truly make her wet. And again, going
back to the title of the post, women base their marriage partner off by his income, but not for
anything else. Marriage is only beta buxxing in the modern age. The one who cares the least, is in the
most control. Always remember this gentlemen. Don't get emotionally attached or invested in any
women.
Sources:
https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.independent.co.uk/life-style/dating/marriage-rates-decline-reas
on-economically-attractive-men-jobs-income-a9098956.html%3famp
https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.foxbusiness.com/economy/unmarried-women-lack-economicall
y-attractive-men-study.amp
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Society Has Programmed You To Be a Beta Buxx From a
Young Age.
125 upvotes | April 13, 2021 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
This post is actually inspired by a user who made a comment and he raises a great point. "When a
Man is redpilled and lives only for himself, he doesn't need much to live on because he doesn't gaf
about peoples validation." Indeed, and I full fledge agree with this, and I bet many of you can.
As far back as I can remember, My Mother always used to tell Me, "Son, become a doctor and you
will get a good wife and have status." That's all she used to tell Me. Did she care about what I
wanted? Nope. Indirectly she was telling Me "Live for people, so they can be impressed by your
status and then find a gold digger who will only be impressed by My profession." Yes. That's what
she was telling Me.
And, Before being redpilled, My thinking and mindset was only money, money and money. Money
only for this imaginery wife, while I'm a simple guy. I used to think that, I need couple million before
marriage for a so called "good" wife. And you know what? I was dumb asf. I never once thought that,
she will only be with Me for My profession and income and not for Me and I will be her "safe beta
buxx" option. And, whatever I did prior to being redpilled in life, was for this imaginary "unicorn"
that I was not even guaranteed with! Now? I simply don't care anymore. I do what I have to do. Red
pill has set Me free.
I have lots going on for Me, for My age, and it's not like all this has made Me unambitious. I'm still
very ambitious, but I'm not materialistic anymore. Even, if I have millions, I'm happy with My Civic.
I don't need a Mercedes Benz or anything to "impress" anyone. I don't care. I would rather donate all
that money, than buying it, for some so called fake validation from others. This so called "good" wife
that this society and the blue pilled fantasy keeps on telling you, is all nonsense.
And, when you choose a simplistic lifestyle, no matter how much you have, happiness and inner
peace is found in small things. Before, I wanted to make so much money only In "hopes" for a so
called "good" wife. Now? I'm just making it for Myself and to benefit others, which I deem needy
and worth giving to. That's it. And, when I go on My bike rides daily and what not, and just take the
fresh air in the beautiful weather, these things are very under rated. But it buys Me peace. That same
Mercedes if I had bought to "show off" and to get chicks, that would NEVER buy Me inner peace or
happiness.
Whatever society promised you is all bs. In the end, their is no unicorn as we all know and if you
marry, you're just a beta buxx who is saving a women who has ridden the CC, while your just her
"safe" option. And as we all know it's AWALT. And, when you choose to not impress anyone and
live only for yourself, you don't need much. Happiness and inner peace is found in small things which
are very underrated.
In conclusion gentlemen, Don't live by society's standards rather live how YOU want to. Be a content
prideful mofo who is happy with himself in whatever he has. Your lucky you have all this
knowledge. You won't be a sad beta buxx in the future who's wife will use sex as a weapon. F that.
You will do what you gotta do, and life is really short to live for others and get their validation. The
only validation that you need is YOURS. That's it and once your confident in yourself, then the rest
will come to you. Red pill saves lives.
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Ancient Poem on Female Nature from the 12th Century. It Has
Been AWALT Since The Beginning of Time.
20 upvotes | April 14, 2021 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
You should not be deceived by her outer appearance... For it is a disease that is ridden with loss.
ِ شَيْطَانَةٌ فِي صُوْرَةِ الْإِنْسَان... قَبُحَتْ خَلاَئِقُهَا وَقُبِّحَ فِعْلُهَا
Her character and actions are ugly.. A devil in human form.
ِ أَكْفَاؤُهَـا مِنْ دُوْنِ ذِي الْإِحْسَان... ْتَنْقَادُ لِلْأَنْذَالِ وَالْأَرْذَالِ هُم
They make you (men) out to be dishonourable and despicable.. Her hands do not bring kindness.
ِ خُلُقٍ وَلَا خَوْفٍ مِنَ الرَّحْمَان... مَـا ثَّمَ مِنْ دِيْنٍ وَلَا عَقْلٍ وَلَا
Nor bringing any piety, nor intellect.. Nor character, nor fear from the Most Merciful (Allah.)
ِ تَرَكَتْهُ لَمْ تَطْمَحْ لَهَا الْعَيْنَان... ْوَجَمَالُهَا زُوْرٌ وَمَصْنُوْعٌ فَإِن
And her beauty is falsehood; manufactured which will perish.. If neglected, no eyes would glance at
her.
ِ بِوَفَاءِ حَقِّ الْبَعْلِ قَطُّ يَدَان... طُبِعَتْ عَلَى تَرْكِ الْحِفَاظِ فَمَا لَهَا
She will eventually forsake maintaining herself.. Then she will not fulfill the rights of the husband.
ٍإِنْ قَصَّرَ السَّاعِي عَلَيْهَا سَاعَةً *** قَالَتْ وَهَلْ أَوْلَيْتَ مِنْ إِحْسَان
And if her workman (husband) falls short one time.. She says "Have you ever done anything good!?"
أَوْ رَامَ تَقْوِيْمًا لَهَا اسْتَعْصَتْ وَلَمْ*** تَقْبَلْ سِوَى التعويج والنقصان
And if you wish to correct her misconduct.. She objects and does not accept her mistakes and
shortcomings.
أفكارها في المكر والكيد الذي*** قد حار فيه فكرة الانسان
Her ideas are cunning and malicious.. That would set a man's mind on fire (make him furious and
frustrated.)
ما شئت من عيب ومن نقصان

*** فجمالها قشر رقيق تحته

For her beauty is a thin layer.. And what's beneath it is full of defects and damage.
شيء يظن به من الأثمان

***

نقد رديء فوقه من فضة

A cheap coin wrapped in silver.. Is something one would think is expensive
والناس أكثرهم من العميان

*** فالناقدون يرون ماذا تحته

But the critics see beneath it, while most of the people are blind.
بعولتهن وهن للأخدان

أما جميلات الوجوه فخائنا***ت

As for those women with beautiful faces.. They are unfaithful to their families and they have
boyfriends (I.e. other lovers besides their husbands).
والحافظات الغيب منهن التي*** قد أصبحت فردا من النسوان
As for the women who protect their chastity in private and their husband's belongings.. They have
become those who are forgotten.
[Al-Nooniyyah by Ibn Qayyim]
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This is golden. I have to go back and read this every once so often to get in My senses. Gold.
It has been AWALT since the beginning of time. Ofc there were a few rare women here and there.
But, that was only 0.000001%.
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Don't Waste Your Time Showing Any Women Logic.
274 upvotes | April 16, 2021 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
You did not "destroy" her with facts and logic. You simply wasted your time, energy and effort on a
grown up child(which is a woman) who is incapable of understanding logical facts and only operates
by emotional reasoning as well as female solipsism.
Women are not important enough or valuable enough to have a logical discussion with, on topics like
that because everytime you do so, you simply give her a chance to play her "emotional" card &
solipsistic nature right there. Women are like NPCs (Just like simps and white knights), who follow
what their specific sisterhood says about "mah patriarchy" that particular day. Women neither have
their own opinions, nor do they have their own ideas. Everything they know or believe in, are either
copied from men & twisted to follow their man hating ideologies, or just the latest "trendy" thing that
their so called "feminism" as well as other isms and ists (that they follow) decided to tell them.
If a woman decides to believe x, tomorrow she will believe in Y. And the next day it will be Z. You
just wont know what set of beliefs she will subscribe to tomorrow. As I said, complete emotions as
well as solipsism, and no logic. Most of them cannot hold a simple conversation about things that
actually matter, rather they love passing time in gossiping and talking useless shi which is not
relevant to reality. Use them only for 1 thing and yk exactly what I mean.
Don't respond to female solipsism and emotions with Logic. That is like throwing gasoline on fire.
Simply exercise amused mastery at their childish theories and go about your business. It is their
parent's duty to raise them properly and correct their mistakes, not Ours.
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Don't Waste Your Time Showing Any Women Logic.
1 upvotes | April 16, 2021 | /r/MGTOW2 | Link | Reddit Link
You did not "destroy" her with facts and logic. You simply wasted your time, energy and effort on a
grown up child(which is a woman) who is incapable of understanding logical facts and only operates
by emotional reasoning as well as female solipsism.
Women are not important enough or valuable enough to have a logical discussion with, on topics like
that because everytime you do so, you simply give her a chance to play her "emotional" card &
solipsistic nature right there. Women are like NPCs (Just like simps and white knights), who follow
what their specific sisterhood says about "mah patriarchy" that particular day. Women neither have
their own opinions, nor do they have their own ideas. Everything they know or believe in, are either
copied from men & twisted to follow their man hating ideologies, or just the latest "trendy" thing that
their so called "feminism" as well as other isms and ists (that they follow) decided to tell them.
If a woman decides to believe x, tomorrow she will believe in Y. And the next day it will be Z. You
just wont know what set of beliefs she will subscribe to tomorrow. As I said, complete emotions as
well as solipsism, and no logic. Most of them cannot hold a simple conversation about things that
actually matter, rather they love passing time in gossiping and talking useless shi which is not
relevant to reality.
Don't respond to female solipsism and emotions with Logic. That is like throwing gasoline on fire.
Simply exercise amused mastery at their childish theories and go about your business. It is their
parent's duty to raise them properly and correct their mistakes, not Ours.
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What is The Gray Man Theory, and Why Must Every Man Be
That? Be Like The Predator.
1 upvotes | April 20, 2021 | /r/MGTOW2 | Link | Reddit Link
The gray man is the man who moves around the periphery of our awareness without creating any
stimulus. This makes that person invisible for all practical purposes.
And in today's clown society, any red pilled man needs to follow this. You must only talk with
mature, logical people while avoiding all the clowns. You making sense and being practical will not
do anyone good. Why? It's too late. Society already has collapsed. Yes, there is no turning back now.
Society is destroyed and will only get more foolish. By us making sense and being very rational
cannot stop society from destruction. Our rational, logical thinking can only save us. That's it.
So, be invisible and focus on your own goals and don't bother anyone. The example I like to give
regarding this is, be the Predator. The Predator is far too smart and different from society, so he stays
in the jungle doing his own thing. His Intellect, and way of thinking, is far too great comparing to any
humans, and he's a very unique 1. Too bad they don't know that the Predator thrives in the shadows
and is far too Great for society.
And because, no 1 is so Intellectually capable on His level of rational thinking, and logical mindset,
he simply has gone his own way, and far away from society doing his own thing. And he does not
bother anyone, and if someone were to bother him, they are effed by the predator himself.
Most of Us here, are like the Predator. We know too much, experienced, know the whole game in and
out and realized, that it's all the same and not worth it. Whether, it's about the nature of women or the
harsh truth about this clown society or anything. Most of Us know it all. While, most normies and
clowns, will stay in their delusional, fantasy worlds. And we? Like the Predator have gone our own
way and away from the clownery of society, and from the blue pill fantasy.
When you accept the harsh truths for example women cannot love you, how you love them or the
truth about the world we are headed towards or anything, MGTOW is the only way. We neither
bother anyone, neither have anything to with this degenerate world. Inner peace is not found in
banging random women, rather it's found within yourself. The greatest example I like is the
Predators. He realized that his intellect, maturity and rational thinking is far too great for this average
society. What does he do? GHOW and we must be like him.
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What Happened To 1 of The Mods here?
1 upvotes | May 5, 2021 | /r/MGTOW2 | Link | Reddit Link
His account was you said chicken something. Always enjoyed reading his comments. Did he get
removed from modding or his account got banned?
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Truth.
1 upvotes | May 5, 2021 | /r/MGTOW2 | Link | Reddit Link
https://i.redd.it/83erbqs1hax61.jpg
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